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The history of Spokane Falls's built environment within Washington Territory 
exemplifies the Pacific Northwest's resettlement and reconstruction in the nineteenth century. 
The initial benefit of Spokane Falls' geography existed within the primary natural advantage of 
the waterpower of the falls on the Spokane River. The secondary natural advantage in human-
induced transportation networks allowed the settlement center-place status. Spokane Falls W.T. 
developed as center-places for the periphery's agricultural and mining commodities under a 
theoretical and structuralized [urban] model. An interpretation of the physical and geographical 
history of Spokane Falls's built environment from 1871 to 1891 occurred where the city's layout 
existed within the gird system of the speculative real estate market where geography was the 
original commodity throughout resettlement. Understanding these spaces' development is 
possible through the physical documents created simultaneously with the city's physical 
development. This method of research exposes the forms and methods undertaken in the primary 
physical development of Spokane Falls.  
Spokane Falls physically developed from a small frontier community of 350 individuals 
in 1880 to a small metropolis of 22,500 by 1891. Influenced by the federal government and her 
legislative acts, the Pacific North West's lands opened to European American resettlement, where 
geography became accounted for and marketed. With the cadastral survey and space 
accountability, the legalization of the speculative real-estate market occurred. Capitalist investors 
and entrepreneurs quickly descended upon the newly established market, hoping for a financial 
return. Industry developed on the falls where mills harnessed the waterpower, encouraging 
immigration by the working class into the region. As the city physically expanded, 
administrators alongside citizens documented the story of improvement. These documents 
created alongside the physical development allow for an interpretation of the built environment's 
construction. Documents like newspapers, Sanborn maps, and land plats illustrate the geographic 
distribution, construction materials, informal and formal development, and the speculative 
market. When applied alongside the theoretical understanding of urban development as 
understood at the end of the nineteenth century, collectively, the documents and theory 
illuminate the history of the physically built environment of Spokane Falls. 
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THE THEORETICAL CITY, ITS NATURAL ADVANTAGES, AND  THE PLANNED 
BUILT ENVIRONMENT OF THE PHYSICAL CITY 
Daniel Libeskind, a renowned architect over the last half-century, stated, "Architecture is the 
biggest Unwritten Document of History."1 So when looking around a place from Daniel 
Libeskind's perspective, one may begin to wonder how the city's physical layout came to be. 
Why did the initial developers of the city choose that location to erect their first structures? How 
old is the municipality, and why was the town constructed? Why are business buildings, 
factories, hotels, and stores located in certain places, while homes are located in another? Where 
is the urban center, and what are the advantages of that space? Who were the instigators and 
developers of the municipality? How were these physical developments beneficial to their 
denizens (the citizens of a city) and those that meant to profit from their undertakings? These 
thoughts and questions find resolution in understanding the physical and social history of the 
initial city's development and the stories accessible by referencing the documents that 
accompanied the primary construction of the metropolis. Understanding the form, structure, and 
process by which the city's creators controlled the physical development allows the viewer to 
comprehend the physical city's construction. Planning is not a singular event, and understanding 
the process begs the researcher to expand the explanation beyond a singular space. It is also 
necessary to understand the making of legal of this constructed space. How does the state 
account for space, and how does it survey, legislate, and tax space? By considering all the 
1 Daniel Libeskind, “We Mustn't Forget the Emotional Impact of the Buildings around Us,” June 30, 2015, Cable 




available documents created concurrently with the initial construction, we may better understand 
the history of our own city's physical built environment.  
 Spokane Falls's built environment developed between1871 – 1891 during an era of 
enlightened, progressive era proto-planning, a lens that impacted the nature of its development 
and caused the geographic space to become the primary commodity that drove its expansion 
across its initial two decades. This study attempts to explain Spokane Falls's initial construction 
by analyzing the documents created during the city's initial construction. Given the temporal 
context of Spokane Falls initial construction, the city is a prime case study demonstrating how 
city development in the Pacific Northwest in the late nineteenth century turning geography into 
an initial commodity, and how the initial construction was influenced by concepts of progressive 
era proto-planning in city development that grew in popularity during that period. Spokane 
Falls's initial construction occurred because of the primary natural advantages of the waterpower 
of the falls, the secondary advantages of the railroads leading to and from the city, the value of 
the land around those advantages, and the ability to create a reliable commodity because of 
proto-planning in construction.  
The Built Environment of the Theoretical City 
Understanding the "theoretical city" opens the collective knowledge of how cities dominated 
humans' living circumstances in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. What about an 
environment enabled the space to be desirable for development? Scholars including William 
Cronon, Setha M. Low, and James C. Scott have considered the topic of the built environment 
from various perspectives. By processing their findings and understandings, we can determine 
what theories are already present in order to interject new ideas into the conversation. Through 




lies in the creation of a planned, controlled, standardized space. By demanding a standardized 
organization of people and space, those who intended to control the built environment 
maximized the benefit of populating and developing these geographic spaces. However, city 
space designs and structured systems often developed informally, as the city tenants acted within 
their understanding of the built environment, imprinting their interpretations on the physical 
space. Standardization in measure connected with the Taylorism of production, created an 
environment where natural and nurtured resources were refined, stored, speculated, rerouted, 
distributed, and consumed.2 Structured physical development allowed for the establishment of 
geographic space as a commodity that could be packaged and sold, a process in the creation of a  
city's built environment, in which commodities accumulate, are marketed, consumed, or 
distributed to points further.3 
 The built environment and its tenants have not always been organized and calculated, and 
even in the proto-planning era, sometimes city characteristics developed outside the structural 
organization. Property as a word signifies ownership or control over something. When 
considered in conjunction with geography, property signifies control over space. Therefore, 
when attempting to delineate who controls the space of geography, it is necessary to define by 
standardized measurement the geographic space. James C. Scott, in Seeing Like a State, 
considers the construction of required tools to do just this. Scott tells the story of the 
standardization of measurement, the creation of cadastral survey maps, the establishment of 
surnames, the creation of birth and death certificates, and the taking of census as the means to 
understanding space and its tenants.4 This spatial organization became the grid in which every 
 
2 James C Scott. Seeing Like A State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed. (S.L.: 
Yale University Press), 1998, 44-45, 65, 71. 
3 William Cronon. Natures Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West. (New York: W.W. Norton, 1991), 29-30. 




single property unit could be defined by exact measure, allowing for a uniform marketable 
commodity for speculation and sale.5 In Nature's Metropolis, William Cronon discusses how, in 
Chicago's initial development, the surveyed grid offered a market to speculative real-estate in 
which definable lots were surveyed long before their development.6 The organization of 
geography allowed for the commodification of physical space, placing new value on space due to 
definability.  
 The central marketplace's location of the major metropolitan area developed around what 
Cronon calls the "natural advantages" of space. These natural advantages were benefits when the 
natural resources resided within proximity to the speculated city, where there was also a 
readiness of transportation present to move natural resources to and from the city.7 Cronon 
discussed the primary natural advantages as being "all the resources of the region which would 
center its trade on the city."8 The secondary "natural advantages" were transportation networks 
like navigable rivers and lakes, trains, plains, and trucking. The natural advantages of geography 
thus determined where the built environment occurred. When this built environment did occur, 
the land that was to become the city then had value as a commodity.  
 The buying and selling of land as a commodity created a space where market speculation 
alongside nature determined space's value. Cronon stipulated how "in the practical eyes of 
people seeking profitable investments, nature became the world's most reliable real estate 
broker."9 Because of "natural advantages," real estate in proposed cities fell victim to speculation 
based upon the notion that a city might become an exchange zone for commodities. When 
 
5 Ibid., 51, 55, 58. 
6 Cronon, 29-30. 
7 Ibid., 36. 
8 Ibid. 




applied alongside standardized measure and survey, discussed by Scott, the property could then 
be regulated within the market and repeatedly sold as a tangible thing without ever being seen or 
developed.10 The surveyed space of prospective cities became valuable, even before the built 
environment established itself because of standardized measure and mapping.  
  Standardization in measure enabled the markets of the city to flourish as mediums of 
commodity exchange.  Cronon, like Scott, sees the city as a central place where "merchants 
linked farm communities to the trade of the wider world."11 In this way, the city then became the 
"gateway to… trade, [where the] cities… acted as funnels for the increasing flood of grain and 
other farm products being sent out of the countryside."12 Central Place theory proposed in Von 
Thünen's Isolated State depended upon the cost of transferring commodities to "central 
Places."13 According to Von Thünen, the commodity's value then becomes connected to 
transportation costs incurred through shipment to the central market, i.e., the city. The "natural 
advantages" of transportation between the resource production/extraction zone and the central 
market's geographic location hence determines the location of the city's built environment. Cities 
then physically develop around the value placed upon the commodities exchanged within. Once 
standardization of measure is applied, cities become spaces where resource commodities are 
stored, like depositing them into a bank.14 Cities as structured spaces upon a grid system, with 
zoned quarters for different uses, are like supermarkets with their meat department, produce 
department, and bakery. The city's location in the center place of the region places the highest 
value on its geography. The value of the commodities traded throughout the city depends on 
 
10 Scott, 58. 
11 Cronon, 106.  
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid., 49. 




transportation to the central market. The interconnectedness of both values lies in the fact that the 
city is the market for the country surrounding the city. 
 Cities arise not primarily as residential communities but as depositaries for commodities 
coming from the countryside. Von Thünen's Isolated State central place theory makes the city the 
center where all the wealth from the countryside can find realization. Value of the crops grown, 
minerals mined, forests logged find their highest value away from their place of origin. Central 
place theory recognizes the city as a consumption zone, a distribution hub, a manufacturing 
plant, and primarily a market for the periphery's resources. Cities then become structuralized 
spaces where the geography primarily has value as a commodity before being valued as a taxable 
resource for the state. By applying the structuralized grid, tenants of the city obtain a definable 
value of their property while banding together with their neighbors. They then gain political 
power to determine to what extent their rights as property owners can be infringed upon while 
sometimes making gains for their community. By co-opting the property owners, the political 
state, through granting access to the city's physical systems, gains future loyalty from its 
denizens. The city as a form begins as a prophetic planned entity, although through individuals' 
and groups' interpretation of their space, the city becomes literally and physically an informal 
guide in participation and appropriation of space outside the initially planned intention. Although 
geographic space is transformed to fit the denizens' needs and values, the city's structural 
application as a marketplace for commodities of the countryside does not change. Commodities 
may not arrive to any single location of the city permanently over time, yet to gain the highest 
value from their efforts, the farmer, the miner, and the logger must transfer the commodity to the 




to nature, primarily because of its proximity to natural resources and secondarily in the ability to 
get the resource to the city.  
The Theoretical City as a Planned Space  
 Progressive era proto-planning and the physical organization of the city gained momentum in 
the latter nineteenth and early twentieth century. In the nineteenth century, the American city's 
development occurred within the post-revolutionary order framework where ideas of 
individualism, agrarianism, and laissez-faire capitalism required a separation of the individual 
from the state. The first half of the nineteenth century saw the ideals of rebellious individualism 
codified as the social ideal of the urban space's commercial and physical development. The older 
colonial cities of the coastal northeast and the newly established cities of the Mississippi valley 
rushed to industrialize, these physical spaces' development followed a haphazard paradigm. 
Unconstrained industrialization, alongside massive immigration, created a polluted, congested 
and, sick urban environment. The cure for the city's ills seemed to lie in space regulation via 
governmental insertion into the individual's physical space. Since the mid-twentieth century, 
academics have debated the path of American urban growth, exposing the narratives, 
governmental actions, and the social ramifications of ordered and unregulated physical 
environments. Objectively, the American city's development can be understood as a chain of 
events shifting the physical environment from a laissez-faire to a governmental regulated space. 
Overdevelopment of the urban space during the laissez-faire period enabled the state to expand 
its role within the cities, where the unregulated urban environment became planned by way of 
governmental intervention, establishing the relationship of the state as the provider of public 




As the newly established United States developed and expanded into the North American 
continent's interior, European American colonial invaders brought individualism and agrarianism 
concepts to the region. The American city in the East industrialized at a tremendous rate in the 
nineteenth century, and this industrialization drew masses from the country to the cities. 
Francesco Dal Co focuses on this growth, especially between 1860 – 1910, where the "total 
population grew by 193.2 percent, and the number of urban residents increased by 575.6 
percent."15 Dal Co stipulates that this growth within industrialization and urbanization 
counterfeited the American experience by creating spaces of "anonymous work" where "the mill 
[separated the] man from the countryside, preventing the individual from exercising his free will 
to learn the moral rules that only 'an antagonism in the tough world' can teach."16 Individualism 
is lost as the person becomes a piece of a machine apart from the whole creation. Dal Co 
connects nature and individualism to the American transcendental philosophy of Ralph Waldo 
Emerson.  Emerson's transcendentalism connects the individual to nature through work and 
lessons; nature teaches as "an antagonism in the tough world."17 The individual, therefore, is 
connected to the land where land gives the individual value. The philosophy behind Jeffersonian 
agrarianism furthers this connection to the land. Jefferson wrote about how democracy is 
achievable through "the small farm and individualism" where the "governments will remain 
virtuous… as long as they are chiefly agricultural," yet "when they get piled upon one another in 
large cities… they will become corrupt."18 The first half of the nineteenth century saw tepid 
growth of the eastern American cities, where ideas of individualism and agrarianism persisted 
 
15 Ciucci, Giorgio. The American City: From the Civil War to the New Deal. (Cambridge, Mass. MIT Press, 1979), 
184. 
16 Ibid., 147. 
17 Ibid. 




before rapid industrialization occurred within the city spaces. As the end of the nineteenth 
century approached, the population shifted from country to city, which weighed heavily on the 
city centers as congestion and depredation fed the American urban areas' sickness.  
 The population of American cities in the mid-nineteenth century expanded as 
immigration from Europe filled the labor void created by rapid industrialization in developing 
urban spaces. The United States population in 1850 was just over 23 million, with eighty-five 
percent of that population living in rural space. By 1910 this population reached roughly 92 
million, where only fifty-four percent remained in rural areas. By 1920, fifty-one percent of all 
Americans lived in urban spaces. As suggested by Dal Co, the incorporation of industrialized 
manufacturing in U. S. cities was completed in this same period.19 The correlation of these 
events suggests that the population growth in urban areas reflected the job growth within these 
same spaces. Mario Manieri-Elia discusses how paternalistic labor bosses created foundations for 
loyalty by enabling immigrants to search for housing and labor opportunities. These bosses 
offered immigrants services that located housing and employment, working as a middleman 
between the construction bosses and managers of capital production and the immigrants.20 These 
bosses in the later nineteenth century created semi-order in the semi-organized laissez-faire 
gridiron city.  
 City space in the latter part of the nineteenth century represented a bridge between the 
city's colonial past and the city's organized semi-planned futures. The grid system granted the 
developer the maximum means to develop the space and liberty to construct whatsoever they 
deemed profitable. This laissez-faire approach to development created a jumbling of structures 
that placed tenant housing, schools, and churches within proximity to industrial manufacturing, 
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where an absence of green spaces, congestion, instability within capital speculation accumulated 
in generally unsanitary environments.  Dal Co iterates how the formation and persistence of 
these environments created "social costs" where "labor disturbances" reflected "the living 
conditions of the working-class" living in the "slums."21 The unreliability of the working class as 
lost profits then became a motive for zoning and planning. Value and profit within real estate 
speculation, as considered by Christine M. Boyer, reiterated the danger of "a landlord system 
reminiscent of feudal times" where "absentee landlordism" where only a few own most of the 
real estate.22 Boyer suggests that profit in real estate speculation created an environment where 
"over two-thirds of all factory workers in New York … were concentrated in… one-seventieth of 
the total area of the city."23 The gridiron system, along with laissez-faire capitalism within real 
estate speculation, enabled the plutocracy to deny a healthy environment for laborers, furthering 
the congestion and sickness of the nineteenth-century city in America.  
Acknowledging sickness is the first step to health and understanding the sickness is the 
path to reconciliation.  The root of sickness in the American city was in the ideology and 
narrative of what it was to be an American. Individualism, laissez-faire capitalism, the colonial 
gridiron system of settlement failed when faced with the technological structure of industrialized 
labor and massive immigration in the later nineteenth century. Referencing the ideas of Mario 
Manieri-Elia: 
Chicago was a typically American city, free of any nostalgia from European conventions. 
Thus, urban architecture developed there on the basis of completely native, enlightened, 
and progressive concepts; it was founded on the principles of cultural independence and 
individualism expounded by transcendentalist philosophy, which in the laissez-faire 
period corresponded to economic protectionism.24 
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This "independence and individualism" rejected the planning of the European city of the 
nineteenth century in favor of what Boyer calls the "unregulated so-called natural land order… 
[where] the more congested the land, the higher its value."25 As long as laissez-faire and 
individualistic attitudes persisted in the city's physical organization, the urban space would 
remain sick, and the plutocracy and its speculation would continue. The reformer and the 
Muckraker (an individual who attempted to expose corruption and wrongdoing in society) 
worked on healing the city by educating the public to change the narratives around laissez-faire 
capitalism and the individualism of non-governmental influence on the city.  
The "reform boss" looked to organize the city through beautification projects, creating 
garden cities, and zoning laws that would change the city's organization in favor of healthy, more 
natural spaces. Dal Co points out how creating natural spaces within the city promoted values 
beyond health in that it resolved "problems of congestion… [attracted] financial interest of 
business enterprises… [and] permitted the realization of higher residential standards."26 Boyer 
conveyed similar sentiments explaining how "Parks, street signs, gas, water, and railway rates, 
sanitation codes, public libraries, and civic buildings all connected with the general ability of a 
city to attract commerce and to hold a working force."27 Convincing capital that regulation and 
zoning benefited their investment meant demonstrating how stability interrupted ebb and flow in 
the markets. Boyer, very early in her argument, supports the claim that "public relief was not 
designed solely to lessen the hardships and burdens thrust upon the unexpecting poor; instead, it 
was to serve as a regulator of the economy, a fundamental precondition for production and 
economic expansion."28 Within the studies of the initial phases of urban planning in America, the 
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consensus was that planning was not a single reform action based on public relief. Reform 
directly created prosperity for financial markets and investments while supporting a stabilized 
consumer market that benefited from technological innovations, like the automobile, which 
transformed the physical city. The growth of the planned city's governmental support system 
followed the reform path of creating a space that bettered the citizen's environment while also 
enabling the most significant growth for the laissez-faire capitalist.  
The path to progress spilled over from planning reform into the social welfare of the 
city's residents. Robert B. Fairbanks et al. discuss how the governing of the physical city went 
beyond the regulation of zoning and planning and bent the government's role to a more 
paternalistic nature when they stated:  
city governments now came to assume responsibility for providing public social services. 
The old pragmatic responses to particular emergencies, such as creating volunteer fire 
departments and boards of health for the duration of an epidemic, no longer seemed 
adequate… residents came to demand that their city governments become responsible not 
only for elucidating but for enforcing the terms of the public order and for providing new 
services.29 
 
The theories surrounding the early republic's non-interventionist individualism soured as cities 
expanded and became dominated by industrialization and congestion. Private enterprises' failures 
to solve the city's ills created an environment where in citizens required more government action, 
willingness to accept new laws, and intervention into the physical life culminated in a New Deal 
for the American citizens. Denizens of the city's wards and neighborhoods asserted their block 
power utilizing their relationship with the state to benefit their communities' built environment.  
 In Theorizing the City: The New Urban Anthropology Reader, Teresa P. R. Caldeira 
discussed the formal vs. informal uses of space and the city's structuralized bureaucratic control 
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through prophetic planning. Scott defines the physical construction of space within the city as 
"standardized" and "geometric," allowing for space accountability. However, Scott's definition 
ignores "the social construction of space," which, according to Low, sees the "transformation of 
space" take place "through people's social exchanges, memories, images, and daily use of the 
material setting."30 The coded built environment informs residents of their relationship with each 
other and the physical environment without considering the processes of actual life experiences. 
Caldeira discussed this progression when she wrote:  
architecture contributes to the maintenance of power of one group over another at a level that 
includes both the control of the movement and the surveillance of the body in space, but do 
not directly address either the lived experience of the individual or individual and group 
meanings of these architectural forms of social control.31  
 
Cities, therefore, were developed along standardized planning processes where space was zoned 
for specific uses. A neighborhood was for residential housing, parks were for physical activity 
and recreation, industrial districts were for production, and commercial shopping centers for the 
distribution of goods. Low acknowledges the planned standardized uses of space and the power 
associated with the intent, yet she expounds upon social production's assertive power. The city as 
a blending of physical construction and social production is then a manifestation of non-
congruence between state-planned construction and residential tenant. State-sponsored bylaws 
and standardized regulations thus created a space in which the city's physical environment 
functions as a market for transforming ideas and physical commodities, where individuals and 
groups find value in their relationship to physical space.   
 The organized geography places meaning and value on the built environment. 
Conceptualized space is thus structured from above yet interpreted by the tenants of these spaces. 
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Scott refers to "state simplifications such as maps, censuses, cadastral lists" as tools working for 
a "more static standardized and uniform… population or social space," which as a "closed 
system that offers no surprises… can best be observed and controlled."32 This standardized 
"closed system" allowed the state landlords to organize geographic space for speculation and sale 
primarily and secondarily to comprehend this geographic space's value for further taxation.33 
Steven Gregory discusses how tenants and property owners establish their "political economy" 
through their activism within homeowners' associations. Homeowners' organizations gave 
tenants the "capacity to apply pressure to politicians, municipal officials, and members of the 
business community to resolve community problems," and in return, "public and private 
officials" received cliental support for their objectives.34 The value and meaning codified 
through the structuralized grid of urban space benefitted both the organizing governors of urban 
environments, and empowered the tenants of these spaces by placing definable boundaries that 
they could band together around. By banding together, tenants of urban properties created their 
own rules for their neighborhoods (covenants and restrictions) while operating within the 
governed space limits, a move which allowed for divided and fortified communities within the 
urban built environment.  
 The built environment at the end of the nineteenth century expanded from the urban 
area's grid system to the suburban periphery. Isolated communities sprang up; some directly 
fortified their environment with walls, while others used space to isolate themselves. Caldeira 
discusses how fortified enclaves "are private property for collective use; they are physically 
isolated, either by walls or empty spaces or other design devices; they are turned inward and not 
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to the street, and… controlled by armed guards and security systems that enforce rules of 
inclusion and exclusion."35 These fortified neighborhoods were just another way tenants 
exercised their block power to interject their wants and needs upon the urban environment's 
physical landscape. Divided spaces, either physical barriers or empty spaces, were achieved 
through the interaction between the organized group and the state. These interactions empowered 
homeowners to the point where Caldeira explains how "expensive neighborhoods have been 
organizing powerful homeowner associations to lobby for zoning regulations that would 
maintain the isolation their neighborhoods now enjoy."36 This lobbying power influences the 
physical environment of the formally planned urban city, where the homeownership's block 
power represented their ability to shape the city's development.  
The urban built environment of the American city changed dramatically in the developing 
nation. Revolutionary tropes of individualism, laissez-faire capitalism, and agrarianism, when 
confronted with the congestion of the expanding industrial city, failed to justify themselves in the 
face of deplorable conditions. Aspects of individualism became supplanted by themes of the 
betterment of the municipality for the betterment of society. The City Beautiful movement 
organized public space to attract commercial growth, supplanted by a scientific approach for a 
socially organized space. The planning and development of parks within the urban spaces healed 
the rift created by congestion and industrialization, bringing the transcendentalist individual 
closer to nature's educational spirit. Physical planning extended into the city government's social 
aspects as denizens in the latter nineteenth century began to look to the state to provide social 
programs once considered private affairs. Mel Scott points to irregular planning commissions, 
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discussing how cities planning for their future needed permanent planning commissions and 
ownership over the resources they were to govern.37 The accretion of planning into the States' 
responsibilities for its citizens signified the split between a laissez-faire government of the 
nineteenth century and the early twentieth century's progressive reform government. The trope 
around denizens as owners and farmers of the land continued into the early twentieth century 
when the West became celebrated as an open space in the narratives. The reality, however, was 
that the immigrant to the West moved not into a rural space but into an urban space of the 
western cities. These western cities grew in the twentieth century to match their eastern 
counterparts, although with the benefit of regional and urban planning at their backs, 
theoretically, they were able to organize space. In understanding this hypothetical organization of 
space, the scholar can better contemplate how the individual and state see the city as a physically 
built environment.  
Spokane Falls Washington Territory as a Theoretically Planned City and Marketable Space 
The theoretically planned city spaces of the Pacific Northwest became resettled in the late 
nineteenth century, and these developments transpired using knowledge obtained from the 
previously constructed cities. Spokane, located in Eastern Washington because of its origination 
in the late nineteenth century in the progressive era of proto-planning, alongside its geographic 
location in the newly opened Washington Territory, make Spokane an excellent opportunity to 
explore a city as a theoretically planned market space. Although the planning era did not begin 
until the beginning of the twentieth century, the latter half of the nineteenth century saw the 
introduction of planning concepts such as planning and building of towns and neighborhoods in 
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Pullman, Illinois, in 1880 and Riverside, Illinois 1868.38 Colden Gate Park in 1870 and Central 
Park in New York in 1857 were planned and developed during this period.39 Spokane Falls 
development during this period benefited theoretically from these previous constructions. A 
benefit of this research is that it allows for a better understanding of Spokane's historical physical 
development. A discussion of the physical development of Spokane Falls from 1871 to 1891 
allows understanding better how the state legally opened space by enacting federal legislation 
that defined that space through surveys. This conversation initiated the story of the built 
environment of Spokane Falls. The story continues when considering the primary advantages of 
the environment and the secondary advantages of development, which explains the motivation 
for Spokane Falls's resettlement. Understanding how planning or a lack of planning influenced 
the physical built environment of Spokane Falls allows for a better appreciation of the physical 
construction of the city. Primary and secondary advantages alongside proto-planning fed the 
commercial marketplace where Spokane Falls' land became the principal commodity speculated 
and sold throughout the city's physical development.  The documents created at the time of 
Spokane Falls's initial construction illuminate these factors.  
The documents that support this study are federal legislation acts, cadastral survey maps, 
Sanborn insurance maps, Plat maps, newspaper articles, and advertisements, all alongside 
excerpts from the previously written histories of Spokane Falls. It is possible to ascertain specific 
aspects and periods of Spokane Falls's physical development by examining the following 
sources: a. congressional acts which demonstrate how they legalized federal space for 
consumption by capitalists; b. the Willamette survey, which shows how the surveyed grid 
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enabled knowledge of legalized space; c. the Sanborn maps and Plat maps, which expound upon 
space ownership, construction, and space usage; d. newspaper articles and advertisements which 
enable us to understand the development of the physical space of Spokane Falls through their 
descriptions of constructions and their real estate advertisements and lastly, e. the previously 
written histories of Spokane Falls and the stories of the individuals that financed Spokane's 
original development.  
Congress passed multiple congressional acts in the mid-nineteen century that favored and 
aided in the resettlement of the American West. Congress passed multiple acts that encouraged 
the American West's resettlement, leading to the Homestead Act of 1862. In 1841 the 
Preemption Act created legal space for "squatters" intending to own the land they resided on and 
developing. This act allowed settlers to claim up to 160 acres setting the price for purchase at 
$1.25 per acre, and allowed the unlawful resident primary advantage in purchasing the squatted 
upon parcel of land.40 The Donation Land Act of 1850 followed the Preemption Act and 
expanded the amount of land an individual could claim to a half section (320 acres), establishing 
a timeline of four years to stake a claim.41 This act covered the Oregon Territory in 1850 and 
expanded to Washington territory after its establishment in 1853 under the Organic Act. The 
congressional creation of the Homestead Act of 1862 expanded upon the previous legislation and 
added more significant provisions for individuals interested in resettlement in the West. Any 
male citizen or potential male citizen over the age of twenty-one for a small fee could claim 160 
acres if single and 320 if married.42 After five years of occupation and notable improvements, 
the land became one's legal property. The land intended for resettlement had to be surveyed and 
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cataloged at a local General Land Office. Before establishing Spokane Falls, this legislation 
played a role in the fall's legal resettlement on the Spokane River.   
The Willamette survey and the cadastral survey maps defined space for legal and 
commercial consumption where the land was the primary commodity.  As the United States 
expanded into the Pacific Northwest in the mid-nineteenth century, it became necessary to 
organize the newly acquired territory into definable space. Definable space required a Cadastral 
Survey to establish Township and Range, a gridded system where definable geographic space 
was made ready for sale as a commodity. The original survey undertaken in 1851 by the United 
States government allowed the Oregon and Washington territories to define real property for 
speculation and sale. This survey established the Willamette meridian center point in the west 
hills in Portland, Oregon, a fixture which established township and range points for each 
Township to include thirty-six sections at 640 acres each. Each of these sections is then 
subdivided into one-quarter sections of 160 acres each, an amount equal to the allotment for 
settlers' claims.43 The 640 acres sections became subdivided into sixteen forty-acre sections, 
which coincided with the platted additions to Spokane Falls in the 1880s. This cadastral survey 
system enabled the legal establishment of space, as seen in Spokane Falls, in which the land 
became property that was speculated, purchased, and taxed.  
Sanborn maps alongside plat maps defined the physical space of Spokane Falls, 
geographically and over time. The Sanborn map company originated after 1886 when Daniel 
Alfred Sanborn began producing insurance maps in Tennessee and Boston. Sanborn went on to 
establish the D. A. Sanborn National Insurance Diagram Bureau located in New York City. 
Insurance underwriters utilized Sanborn Insurance Maps to determine risk when preparing 
 




insurance contracts for the physical structures.44 The first Sanborn insurance maps created for 
Spokane Falls, Washington, were drawn during the territorial period. Maps were created for 
1884, 1888, and 1889 before statehood and then again in 1890 and 1891. Sanborn maps were 
created across the first half of the twentieth century, although this study limits its gaze to the pre-
1891 period. By referencing these maps, it is possible to understand geographic growth 
(distribution of built environment over space.) How did the city of Spokane Falls develop 
geographically? Where were the streets and buildings located? How did the built environment 
change over time? Sanborn maps, when considered over time, allow us to understand this 
development. These maps also denote the materials of the built environment. What were the 
building's construction materials? Were they either wood, brick, metal, or a combination of the 
three? These maps allow the viewer to understand the form of development. The materials and 
form of the structures, alongside location, denote the usage intention of these structures. During 
the period between 1884 and 1891, areas of Spokane Falls can be observed looking for 
fluctuation in form and use. Understanding of these changes reflects progress and catastrophic 
events, like the Great Fire of 1889. Changes also reflect the growth of the built environment, 
both geographically and structurally. In recognizing the form and distribution of the structures' 
growth as denoted on the Sanborn maps alongside marketing, it is possible to make inferences 
concerning the speculative real estate market.   
Newspaper articles and advertisements are windows into the thinking of individuals and 
organizations involved in resettlement. Comparing the structures on the Sanborn maps with the 
Plat maps and County Plat Index enables an understanding of when blocks of land were 
registered with the state and when their physical development occurred. The structures denoted 
 




on the Sanborn maps for insurance purposes can be related to the advertisements and articles in 
Spokane Falls newspapers created contemporaneously with initial development. Newspapers in 
this time provide a lens into the development of the physical city. During the 1880s, at the 
beginning of the year, The Spokesman-Review illustrated the previous year's accolades in 
development, allowing its reader in Spokane Falls or afar the benefit of understanding the profits 
of the burgeoning city's real-estate market. Real-estate agencies and their agents utilized 
newspaper columns and advertisements to market the commodified physical space.  
Advertisements in The Spokesman-Review suggest a robust speculative real-estate market in the 
1880s and 1890s. These advertisements provide data on the where of distribution, the when of 
transfer and development, and the who of buying and selling. Columns in The Spokesman-review 
denoted individuals as they purchased the property and developed the space. Newspapers also 
listed property transfers and notified the public of land grant securities. The Spokesman-review, 
articles, and stories related to events like major fires and runs on property help understand the 
built environment and the speculative real estate market.  
This study focuses on the initial years of construction of Spokane Falls in Washington 
Territory, helping to explain the United States' historic expansion into the American Pacific 
Northwest while also clarifying how the built environment and the city's geography arose 
initially as a marketable commodity. These cities then developed as centers for the periphery 
commodities where the commodities are altered, sold, and consumed in the city's organized 
space. The emerging city's geography was the original commodity in the resettlement of the 
Pacific Northwest. Thus, it is possible to trace the mature city's development by examining the 
documents produced contemporaneously with the city's physical construction. These documents 




planning. The geography that became Spokane Falls was transformed into property because of 
surveyed space before being sold upon the speculative real estate market where the land as the 


























THE MAKING OF LEGALIZED SPACE AND THE STORY OF RESETTLEMENT 
AROUND THE SPOKANE FALLS RIVER 
The area of Spokane Falls has seen human habitation for over three thousand years.45 The 
indigenous people of Spokane Falls spoke Npoqínišcn, an interior Salish language shared in the 
region from Montana to the Pacific coast.46 The Spokane Tribe of Indians lived semi-nomadic 
lives subsisting on the Spokane River's bounties.47 Spokane Falls's name came from the 
indigenous people's ancestral name, the Spokan, or "their self-designation… Spoqe'ind, meaning 
'round head.'"48 The Spokan were also known as the Spokanes or "Spukanee, which is translated 
as 'Sun People,' or 'Children of the Sun.'"49 The Spokanes and other tribes gathered at the falls on 
the Spokane River as the Salmon ran to harvest the bounty of the river. Although softly 
modifying the flow of the river with "rock barrier walls" and "slanted willow poles," the 
indigenous people never altered the river's natural course. The falls on the Spokane River carried 
natural power and meaning to the Spokanes and conveyed in its origin story a connection to the 
Spokanes people, as described best by George Hill et al. in The Spokane Indians: Children of the 
Sun: 
The "Spokane Indian Mythology tells [the story] of Chief Mosquetquat's daughter, who 
was married to a lesser chief, Moxnoose, but whose heart strayed to the Okanogan chief's 
son, Stinging Bee. The lovers at a hill south of the falls, and each told the other of being 
warned by sprits not to come. They decided to poison Moxnoose to rid themselves of the 
oppressive spirits. Moxnoose soon died, in great pain, at the hands of his wife. When next 
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the lovers met, they were confronted by the ghost of Moxnoose. This terrible apparition 
turned Stinging Bee into a mass of rocks so that he became the falls of the river. Into the 
pit beneath the falls was cast Mosquetguat's daughter so that she would ever after bear 
upon her shoulders the weight of the water pouring over Stinging Bee. The apparition 
then turned himself into a second mass of rocks so that he could continue to watch the 
punishment of Stinging Bee and Mosquetquat's daughter."50  
 
The origin story of the falls for the Spokanes demonstrates their connection to the river and falls 
as a part of their worldview. This world view and ideas around nature would directly contrast 
with that of the colonizers who invaded the region in the latter part of the nineteenth century. The 
colonizing developers of the infant city of Spokane Falls introduced a worldview that determined 
the waterpower of the falls to be a primary natural advantage that was only valuable when 
utilized and altered to benefit their capitalist ventures. Inside this mode of thinking, the falls were 
transformed, removing the essence of the Chief Mosquetquat's daughter, Moxnoose, Stinging 
Bee, and The Old Man of the Falls. The Spokesman-Review described the alteration of the river 
as witnessed in 1885:  
"Those who saw the falls of the Spokane River before the blasting powder ruined their 
charm and they were turned from a thing of beauty to a thing of power, will remember 
that just above the Post street bridge, where now stands the powerhouse of the city 
waterworks, there was clearly cut in the face of the huge pile of basaltic rock the face of a 
man, and in the early days this was known as 'The Old Man of the Falls.'"51 
 
The opposing world views of the invading European colonizers and the indigenous people 
clashed openly upon the inception of the fur trade, and in 1810 the Canadian Northwest 
Company erected the Spokane House as a trading fort along the Spokane River.52 In this period, 
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the French sold their claim over the Spokane region to the United States as part of the Louisiana 
Purchase.  
 Following this, President Jefferson sponsored Meriweather Lewis and William Clark, 
who traveled through the Spokane region in 1805 and 1806, searching for an overland route to 
the Pacific Ocean. Although traversed, official Cadastral surveys of the region were still decades 
in the future for the Pacific Northwest.  The Donation Land Act of 1850 aided in the Pacific 
North West's resettlement. This act paved the way for the Office of Surveyor-General, which 
acted for the United States General Land Office. The General Land Office undertook a Cadastral 
Survey creating the Willamette Meridian as the Oregon and Washington territories' center 
point.53 The Cadastral Survey created a center point where the principal meridian, a line running 
north and south, crossed the baseline, a perpendicular line running east and west. The Willamette 
Meridian's establishment allowed for the creation of six square mile Townships subdivided into 
"thirty-six one square mile sections."54 The creation of the region's cadastral survey allowed for 
the legal definition of space, which encouraged resettlement. By way of the United States, 
European American incursion reduced the ancestral land available to the Spokane Tribe, 
although they were a federally recognized tribe as early as 1851.55 The Spokane Tribe did not 
recognize their legal right to the land until 1881, eight years after the resettlement and 
establishment of European American settlements like James Glover's original Township at 
Spokane Falls.56  
The path to Spokane falls physical development began with the establishment of the 
Washington Territory in March 1853. Washington's territorial government created Spokane 
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County in 1858 and 1859, although Stevens County annexed Spokane County until 1879.57 
Spokane's river region came under speculation and resettlement as a side effect of the Willamette 
Valley settlement in Oregon after 1850 and the establishment of the Washington territory in 
1853. Seth R. Scranton and James J. Downing in 1870, as interpreted by a Mrs. Bailey: 
immediately recognized the great benefit to be derived from the vast amount of natural 
waterpower… and decided to remain, accordingly Downing squatted on 100 acres of land 
on the south side of the river, and Scranton on 160 acres on the north side, the two-
quarter sections almost totally tabularizing the falls.58 
 
In 1873, James Glover and Jasper N. Matheney arrived upon the mill settlement and offered to 
buy the mill and adjoining settlement from Downing and Scranton for $4000.00.59 Glover and 
his partners took legal possession of the territory around Spokane Falls in 1874. They maintained 
their business relationship until 1876 when Glover bought out his partners and became the sole 
owner of the 160 acres encompassing the original townsite.60 In 1878 Glover instigated the first 
survey and platted the Township of Spokane Falls W. T., establishing the grid and naming its 
original streets. The survey and the grid's establishment created a space where the land could be 
speculated and traded as an actual commodity. This geographic spatial organization allowed for 
the initial resettlement and selling of land in and around Spokane Falls. 
The original Glover settlement fell entirely within the Willamette Survey section eighteen 
of Township twenty-five North Range forty-three East (See Image 2.1). The boundaries of 
Glovers Original Townsite were Bernard Street on the east, and Adams Street on the West, 
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Sprague Avenue on the south, Broadway on the north.61 The total area of the Glover settlement 
consisted of around twenty-eight blocks along with parts of the islands. Glover filed a homestead 
certificate on April 5, 1878, instigating a survey of Spokane Falls in the same year, establishing 
the original Township and naming the original streets as denoted by Nelson Wayne Durham as:  
Washington Street, for George Washington; Stevens Street, for Governor Isaac Stevens; 
Howard Street, for General O. O. Howard; Sprague Avenue, for J. W. Sprague, the 
general superintendent of the western division [of] the Northern Pacific Railroad; Post 
Street, for Frederick Post; Monroe, Adams, Lincoln and Madison for the presidents; and 
mill Street because the first mill was erected thereon.62  
 
The Willamette cadastral survey established the legal groundwork for understanding space in the 
Pacific Northwest. The organization of space alongside the Donation Land Act of 1850 and the 
Homestead Act of 1862 allowed Glover a legal course to purchase the land around the falls from 
the squatters Scranton and Downing. Spokane Falls was incorporated in November 1881, 
composing 1.56 Square miles of land all south of the river, with Cedar Street being the western 
edge and Hatch Street was the eastern boundary, and Sixth Street was the southern edge. The 
city's boundaries expanded in 1883 north of the river and south up the hill.63 The secondary 
survey sponsored by Glover established an organized space where Glover and other property 
owners could sell lots and blocks to investors to either develop or resale as a speculative 
commodity.  
The space within the Glover settlement sold and developed rapidly, and by 1881 
newspaper articles proclaimed the value of an investment in the Spokane Falls real estate market. 
An article posted in The St. Helena Star St Helena, California, December 16, 1881, advocated 
Spokane's development as a "town of about 600 inhabitants." The author of the article, Artey E. 
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Borton, discussed how "the town [had] three hotels—the Western, The North Pacific, and The 
California." Borton, a clerk in the California Hotel, promoted the benefit of Spokane Falls 
development, mentioning the presence of "good stores" and barbershops alongside restaurants 
and churches announcing as many as twenty saloons acting as entertainment for the workers of 
the sawmills.64 Borton went on to stipulate how he believed that the "Real estate in and around 
Spokane [was] rapidly increasing in value as businessmen [began] to realize that Spokane [was] 
going to be the business town of  W. T."65 Spokane Falls' growth physically and as a speculative 
real-estate market before 1881 occurred as a reflection of the primary natural advantage of the 
waterfalls on the Spokane River and the secondary natural advantage of the prospects of the 
railroad, making Spokane Falls a hub on its route to the west coast. The primary natural 
advantages of the falls on the Spokane River and surrounding topography alongside the 
secondary natural advantages of roads built between the eastern cities and the immediate 
periphery drove the physical development and market up to and after the railroad's arrival in 
1881.  Before expanding upon colonial intentions for Spokane Falls built environment, it is 
necessary to look at the indigenous people's inclusion and exclusion in the developing city.  
The Spokanes and the developing city of Spokane Falls 
The worldview of the Spokanes and the worldview of the colonizers concerning land and 
ownership vastly differed in the decades of the 1870s and 1880s, a period during which the 
invaders reshaped the environment to their ideals. The colonists were not the first to alter the 
environment around the falls on the Spokane River, however, the Spokanes altered the area 
around the falls creating a fishing weir and seasonal burns to thin the underbrush to encourage 
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wild hunting game.66 The Spokanes built caches to keep the surplus of their harvest for winter.67 
Their villages were scattered along "the bluffs of the Spokane to [the] mouth of Latah Creek… 
with permanent villages along the Spokane and Little Spokane River."68 Through the seasonal 
round, the indigenous people occupied most of the area around the falls at any time during the 
year. During the 1870s, as colonial invaders came into the area resettling the space around the 
falls, the indigenous felt the push evicting them from their ancestral spaces.  
 Although pushed out of their seasonal home spaces, the Spokanes existed alongside the 
colonist as they resettled and reshaped the environment around the falls. In an oral interview in 
the 1970s, Edith Boyd recalled her childhood in Spokane Falls in 1884, describing the location 
of indigenous people's homes (tepees). Boyd reported "no large camps within miles of Spokane, 
but clusters of three or four tepees were often pitched in vacant lots or near houses."69 Tepees 
were reported "among the trees under Post Street bridge [there were] groups of tepees"70 and 
"when the J.J. Browne's lived at Pacific and Oak a group of three to five tepees stood in the pines 
about a hundred feet away."71 Chief Gary and his family lived by Hangman's Creek were "on the 
flat at the edge of the bridge [was] six or seven tepees at… Hangman's Creek."72 In 1884 a group 
of tepees and indigenous people were photographed residing in Peaceful Valley.73 The majority 
of indigenous people tepee's were located father out from the emerging resettlement around the 
falls where there was a "large camp at the foot of the mountain in what is now the Minnehaha 
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district,"74 but "the main home was in Indian Canyon west of town deep in the hills."75 During 
the early decades of resettlement, indigenous people resided within the emerging city, mainly in 
the underdeveloped spaces. The women would have worked in the homes of the colonizers, and 
the men would have traded at the markets. Not very often were the indigenous people connected 
with the city's development or the exploitation of the emerging real estate market connected with 
their aboriginal lands. 
 In the Spokane Falls Review in 1885, chief Peone of the Spokanes was described as an 
"aboriginal financier" because of his actions in securing titles to the land he and his family 
resided upon and the sales of these lands to invaders intent upon acquiring the land. An 1885 
article in the Spokane Falls Review article best and vividly summarizes the events around chief 
Peone and his real estate ventures: 
[Peone] argued to himself that at some future time, a railroad would be built through this 
barren waste and that an important town was certain to spring up at the falls of the 
Spokane River… Peone applied himself industriously to the study of geography and went 
about staking off valuable tracks of land, at the time looked upon as sterile and 
valueless… the chief squatted upon several [of these] large tracks of land, and declared 
that henceforth he would devote his life to farming… as civilization began to make its 
way in his direction—closing in upon him slowly but steadily—he took occasion to 
protect his interests, after the methods of the palefaces, and, long before danger beset 
him, he had secured legal patents, or titles, to his estates, in which his own name or in the 
names of different members of his family… when the railroad was completed, a thriving 
and flourishing town at once began to grow, seemingly out of the ground, at the falls… 
when the newcomers began to make offers to him for the purchase of his land, he fought 
shy and pretended he did not care to sell… the bidding went on until an offer was made 
far above the ruling value of any other land on the prairie. Then Peone… relented and 
agreed to sell… He invested a large proportion of his money in government bonds, kept 
an immense herd of ponies, the proceeds from the annual sales reaching hundreds of 
dollars; invested here and there in town lots in Spokane falls, Portland, and other cities… 
Peone never neglects to clip the coupons from his bonds regularly, attend the land sales 
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where a bargain [was] likely to be picked up, or look after the sale of the products of the 
small farms owned by him, on which he… installed trusty representatives.76 
 
The real estate market in and around Spokane Falls in the 1880s exploded after the arrival of the 
railroads. Increased access to properties within and around the emerging city occurred both 
within the city and across the expanding region and was exploited primarily by individuals who 
had the means to invest in the market. Nevertheless, some indigenous people acted within the 
expanding invasive market developing around their aboriginal lands, although this occurred 
infrequently at most. 
 Although some indigenous people succeed within the colonial system of organized 
surveyed space, most of the people viewed the invaders' system as a systematic operation of 
removal. Navigating the legal system of homesteading—even with the Indian Homestead Act of 
March 3, 1875—proved impossible for most indigenous people who resided on the land before 
resettlement. Many Indigenous people were forced off their land—when the railroad sold their 
land—as the railroad made its way across indigenous homelands. Even when acting within the 
colonial system, the increasing value of the land around Glover's initial development sparked 
immense greed that impacted indigenous people hence entangled in legal battles between the 
developers. George Hill et al. in The Spokane Indians: Children of the Sun gave a great example 
of this entangling: 
"Enoch, a Middle Spokane chief (his Indian name has also been given, variously, as Silloqua, 
Sililoqua, Soliloquoioah, and Silaqouis.) The Western Land Company presumably paid 
Enoch two thousand dollars for absolute title and for any improvements he might have made 
on 120 acres of land. The area would be known as 'Shantytown' in Spokane Falls, bounded 
west by Bernard Street, east by Division, north by Sprague, and south by Ninth. Enoch gave 
the company a quit-claim deed to the property and moved to the mouth of the Little Spokane 
River. The company contracted to sell the land to the Reverend Mr. Cowley, but after 
ascertaining, its value, which had appreciated in the boom of the 1880s, refused, as Cowley 
 




would carry his suit all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court, which would rule in favor of the 
company."77 
 
The land around Glovers initial surveyed tract gaining so much value in the 1880s created a 
situation where the confrontation occurred over who could claim the land even after construction 
occurred. The railroad eventually won claim to Enoch's land because the Secretary of the Interior 
in the 1890s determined that "Enoch had not severed tribal relations prior to the date of definite 
location of the railroad. Hence, he had no claim to the land in which the railroad title was 
confirmed."78 The clash between the indigenous attempts to enter the invader's homesteading 
system occurred because of the misunderstanding of worldview between the indigenous people 
and the colonists. The colonial system of accountability of space and the codes required setting 
aside parcels of space within townships as public space—for schools and other public 
buildings—these denoted spaces removed indigenous homesteaders from the land they resided 
upon.79 The reorganization of space impacted indigenous people's ownership of the land yet did 
not immediately remove all indigenous people from the space of the developing city. After the 
arrival of the railroad in the  1880s, the city developed rapidly, yet development occurred before 
the arrival of the railroads in the 1870s.  
The Physical Development of Spokane Falls Before and After the Arrival of the Railroad  
Spokane Falls development was an aspect of the primary and secondary natural advantages of its 
location. In the early 1870s, Scranton and Downing, two Oregon settlers, recognized the value of 
the waterpower of the falls on the Spokane River.80 Their initial attempts to resettle the area 
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focused on the fall's waterpower. The settlement's physical development occurred around the 
falls, with the primary structure being a sawmill utilizing a waterwheel that harnessed the falls' 
power and some cabins.81 In 1873, James Glover and Jasper N. Matheney bought out Scranton 
and Downing for $4000 and took over the claim to the space around the falls. In 1875, Rev. S. G. 
Havermale, a Methodist elder, established Havermales Addition, making up most of the islands 
and a section north of the river.82 On W.H. Maxwell's Map of Spokane Falls W.T. 1883, 
Havermales addition does not show any subdivision or development. The same year as creating 
this map, The Spokesman-Review presented many advertisements posting 'for sale' lots and even 
blocks within the Havermale Addition.83 Because of the falls and its waterpower accessibility, 
the space within this addition was prime real estate, yet the lack of accessibility because of the 
undeveloped infrastructures, like bridges, the addition developed slower. Railroads and bridges 
allowing the accessibility to Spokane Falls and across the city developed contemporaneously 
with the expanding additions. This infrastructure connected the town to points beyond and to 
itself, pushing the city's growth as a central place to the mines and agriculture of its immediate 
periphery and connected the city to eastern and western ports.  
Spokane Fall's natural advantages for resettlement expanded beyond the waterpower of 
the falls to the regional commodities and transportation of these commodities to the market. One 
principal secondary natural advantage was the construction of the railroads in multiple directions 
connecting Spokane Falls to both the East and West. The connection occurred in the early 1880s, 
and The Settlers' Guide to Homes in The Northwest described the connection where: 
The Northern Pacific Railroad—built from Wallula on its way eastward—reached here in 
1881, and with it came an increased prosperity, but it was not until the Fall of 1882 that 
the Oregon Railway & Navigation Company's Line along the Columbia River gave the 
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place railroad communication with Portland, and it was not until September 1883, that 
the union of the two ends of the Northern Pacific in Montana gave it an outlet to the east. 
Certainly, the people were not idle during this time, but they labored under the 
disadvantage of being practically shut out from the outside world. Really the first 
opportunity that Spokane Falls had of making known her situation and advantages came 
with the completion of the railroad and her real and rapid growth… dates from that 
period.84 
 
Because of these railroads, agricultural workers and miners transported their raw commodities to 
Spokane Falls and then to points beyond, making Spokane Falls the center of the region.  
The city's physical development reflected this secondary advantage as railroads 
influenced the initial city's construction's shape and form. The erection of flowering mills 
encouraged local farmers to send their grains through Spokane Falls as a cheaper response to 
other mills and ports. The mineworkers in northern Idaho and southern Canada sought out 
Spokane Falls as space to acquire material goods and escape from the mining camps during 
downtimes. These aspects shaped the physical development of Spokane Falls as much as the city 
influenced the periphery. The real estate market in Spokane Falls reflected these bordering 
communities in its physical development. As the railroads' infrastructure expanded into the 
periphery of Spokane Falls, it enabled the farmers a cheaper, more reliable form of 
transportation, carrying their commodities and their bodies to the city for selling, trading, and 
shopping. W. Hudsen Kensel in Inland Empire Mining and the Growth of Spokane, 1883-1905, 
discussed the importance of the railroad in connecting Spokane Falls to the commodities of the 
periphery: 
In 1886 several Spokane businessmen laid plans for building a railroad northward 
through the mining districts. This project languished until 1888, when A. A. Newberry 
headed a group of Spokane business- men in reviving the plan and making surveys and 
other preparations for building a branch line from the Northern Pacific. These men lacked 
both capital and experience, so they decided to try to interest D. C. Corbin in their plan. 
Corbin agreed to build the road if Spokane would contribute $100,000 toward its 
construction. The proposed road, the Spokane Falls and Northern Railway, was 
 




incorporated in 1888, and the people of Spokane subscribed $100,000 for stock in the 
company. In June 1889, Corbin began to build the new road. By October, the Spokane 
Falls and Northern Railway had built… [eighty-eight] miles as far as Colville, thus 
completing the first lap in a route that would eventually lead into British Columbia. The 
railroad was cheaper and more efficient than freight wagons for transporting ore to the 
smelters, hence contributed to the further development and production of the mines. It 
also facilitated trade between Spokane and the Colville mining camps.85 
 
The railroads influenced the types of buildings constructed and their spatialization. The city 
center began to reflect Spokane Falls as the central place, with much of the built space acting as 
a market for exchange and consumption. Hotels, restaurants, brothels, gambling halls, stables, 
granaries, flowering and lumber mills, Chinese baths, ironworks, and many types of stores, 
alongside residential housing, occupied the center space. These operations reflected the 
secondary natural advantages that Spokane Falls exemplified to its immediate periphery. For the 
farmers, it meant an exchange market and leisure space. For the miners, it represented a shipping 
transfer space and leisure space. The secondary advantages of transportation, the commercial 
district, and the marketplace influenced the city's physical development.  
 The Vancouver Independent in June 1879 described Spokane Falls W. T. as a "visionary 
scheme," where "the townsite [was] one of the finest in the territory, and [the] Falls waterpower 
the most extensive."86 Before the arrival of the railroad in 1881, development and speculation 
around the land laid wholly in developing the secondary advantages of roads leading to and from 
Spokane Falls. In May of 1880, the population of Spokane Falls hovered around 400, yet, with 
the scenario of the railroad coming, the town population was on the rise, and real estate 
speculation boomed with lots selling for "$270 to $800 depending on location."87 In the fall of 
1880, Spokane falls became linked to the eastern establishment through the "government 
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telegraph."88 Later in the fall, in November of 1880, Glover, Browne, and Cannon, the 
landowners of the original town, deeded and set aside land for county buildings anticipating 
Spokane Falls as the county seat.89 The secondary advantages of the railroads, telegraphs, and 
the county seat behooved the city's growth.  
 A few years later, after the railroad arrived in June of 1881, Spokane Falls, reviews as a 
speculative land market, drew a stark contrast.90 By June of 1882, Spokane Falls was a town 
with "prosperity and promise" where "numerous new buildings and enterprises [were] in 
progress and contemplation."91 In this period, Spokane Falls's growth owes a debt to its primary 
geographic and secondary transportation advantages, as the town expanded structurally and 
economically. The city's growth was described locally in The Spokesman-Review in September 
1883 as a "building epidemic" where the "trowel and hammer ring out anthems of 
progression."92 The author of this article then describes the ongoing built environment where 
there were durable brick buildings with "heavy iron trimming" alongside "innumerable frame 
residence" where the "houses [were] of every kind, from palatial mansions… to the humble 
shanty."93 Residential construction was not the only physical development undertaken in 1883 on 
Main and Howard. The Black Hawk stables were also removed that year in favor of a one-story 
building that housed two large stores. The structure replacing the stables was discussed as 
temporary in construction, as there was hope for an entire brick block the following summer.94 
Although Spokane Falls's physical development occurred rapidly after 1881, the town's 
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development was structurally permanent in certain areas, depending on the types of materials 
employed in the construction, and space usage depended on the location.  
The physical erection of Spokane Falls in 1883 occurred because of the manufacturing of 
building materials in and around Spokane Falls. The physical city demanded building materials 
of wood and brick. Anthony McCue Cannon established Wood Mills to manufacture wood 
products that produced 15,000 feet of lumber and 15,000 shingles a day for the local and 
domestic market. The Cannon Mill boasts for 1882 over five million feet of wood made for the 
year.95 In 1883 the Spokane Sash, Door, and Blind Factory produced construction materials. 
Similarly, brick production around Spokane Falls commenced where clay, water, and fuel 
occurred naturally.96 As of July 1883, The Spokesman-Review boasts of five separate operations 
constructing brick for the city, "yet much building must be delayed for another season on 
account of their inability to supply the great demand."97 The physical growth of the city reflected 
the ability to produce construction commodities locally to support the building. Businesses like 
Carson's Restaurant located on Riverside Avenue between Howard and Mill and Orchard & 
Sayer, a company that supplied "Buggy, Carriage, Team, and Farm Harness," depended on the 
local construction materials to build their restaurant and store.98 These individuals also relied on 
transportation networks to acquire commodities for sale in their businesses. 
Railroads and wagon roads leading to and from Spokane Falls as secondary natural 
advantages nurtured and fostered the city's physical development. In 1881, the Spokane Falls & 
Columbia River Railway and Navigation Company filed articles for incorporation, generating the 
capital of $100,000 to develop a 130-mile railroad from Spokane Falls to the Columbia River at 
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the confluence of the Spokane and Columbia Rivers.99 This railroad's physical development 
opened the Spokane River's geographic space, where farmers could transport their commodities 
to Spokane Falls for the depository, similar to banking and then sales. In March of 1884, a group 
in Spokane Falls led by A. M Cannon, J. J. Browne, H. L. Cummings, and other investors 
worked to incorporate the Spokane Falls & Coeur d'Alene Railroad Company, leading the way to 
construct a railroad from Spokane Falls to the gold mines in Northern Idaho.100 This railroad and 
cater craft company—created by Spokane Falls landowners—operated in speculative land sales. 
By surveying and platting their real estate, the landowners ensured the continued growth in the 
property's value by connecting their central properties with the periphery's commodities. The 
streets of the city expanded beyond the Glover business district. A new boulevard was 
constructed on Howard Street in 1883, being one-hundred feet wide and extending four miles 
south of the city, up the hill passing through Hangman's palisades, where it merged with 
Riverside.101 This same year saw the construction of a new bridge across the falls, utilizing the 
islands, connecting the north and south banks of the river, adding to the three bridges already 
present, costing the public six thousand dollars.102 The development of the secondary advantages 
in the transportation networks increased the real estate's potential value in and around the 
terminals in Spokane Falls, influencing the acquired spaces' marketability. 
As much of the area around the original city of Spokane Falls physically developed and 
became occupied by 1883, most of the area surveyed, deeded, and platted was not developed and 
remained on the speculative real-estate market. As a result, property in and around Spokane Falls 
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traded hands repeatedly, sometimes within hours or a single day.  The value of blocks and lots 
increased as demand rose for investment. The speculative real estate market and the 
ramifications of its bountiful appeal was very well known and pronounced widely, as is evident 
in The Spokesman-Review article where the author tells the story of property sales: 
Six months ago, E. H. Jameison bought a lot on the south side of Riverside Avenue, 
between Mill and Post streets, for $500. Two months afterward, he purchased from A. M. 
Cannon the adjoining corner on Post Street and Riverside Avenue, paying, therefore, 
$1,500, and that was considered a big price. Last Tuesday, that gentleman sold the inside 
lot to I.S. Kaufman and G. S. Allison for $2,500, and an hour afterwards, another party, 
ignorant of the transfer, offered him $3,000 for the same piece. On the same day, Mr. 
Jameison sold the corner lot to J.J. Brown for $4,500, aggregating $7,000 on the two lots 
and clearing on the original investment of $2,000, five thousand dollars. Mr. Jameison 
turned right around the same day and purchased from J. J. Browne, the lot on the 
southwest corner of Riverside Avenue and Mill street for $5,600, and on the 4th of July, 
was offered $6,000 for the purchase and refused.103 
 
As described in this story, the transference of property occurred as part of the speculative real 
estate market, fueling the value of space as a commodity before physical development. The real-
estate market that sprang up in response to these factors brought even more individuals to the 
city as the real estate market expanded under speculative and actual development. 
 By 1883 Spokane Falls real estate covered over 3,777 acres within six cadastral 
sections.104 Sections thirteen and twenty-four in Township twenty-five north range forty-two 
east, and sections seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, and twenty in township twenty-five north range 
forty-three east. These parameters do not encompass the totality of the settlement yet exist within 
the spaces deemed valuable so that it required documentation. The creation of the city's four 
wards in 1883 subdivided the municipality where the dividing lines were Howard Street and 
Riverside Avenue.105 The first ward represented the southeast section south of Riverside Avenue 
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and east of Howard Street. The second ward covered the northeast section, everything east of 
Howard Street and north of Riverside Avenue. The third ward covered the northwest section, and 
the fourth ward, the area of the southwest.   
W.H. Maxwell, commissioned in 1883, created a map of Spokane Falls that showed 
existing claims on the property and the platting of streets and lots for resale (see image 2.2).106 
This document shows the area of the resettlement, as either deeded un-surveyed and platted or 
deeded surveyed and platted. The majority of the space on this map showed un-surveyed or 
platted deeded land, where those that were surveyed and platted have plat filing dates before 
1884 (see image 2.3).107 Of the denoted additions on this map, ten were platted, showing streets, 
blocks, and lots available for sales on the market. Beyond James Glover's initial townsite just 
north and south of the river, six different addition showed similar plats. The Railroad addition 
being the earliest, with a plat filing date of 1881 consisting of most of the city south of Glover's 
settlement, nearly 640 acres. By the end of the year 1883, within the Glover section, buildings 
were "built and occupied in rapid succession, [such as] Glover's, Burch's, Moore & Co's, 
Forrest's, Hyde's, Gandy's, Rima's, French's, Poter's, Wolverton's, Jamieson's, Wilson's, and 
Browne's blocks. The Echo roller mills were… completed [and] began the output of flour."108 
The Railroad addition layout was a grid system square with equal size blocks and a similar 
number of lots, minus a few elongated lots along with the South Hill and a single block 
undivided between Lincoln and Mill Streets. West of the Railroad addition A. M. Cannon and J. 
J. Browne platted the entirety of the land lying north of the South Hill and east of Hangman's 
Creek. Their plats were like Railroad Addition's with all lots being a similar size and layout. The 
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railroad cuts between both additions bringing value to these spaces. Between the two additions 
cutting them in half, was the first park created in Spokane Falls Coeur d'Alene Park. These 
additions advertised as early as September of 1883 as being platted yet were undeveloped blocks 
and lots.109 A further discussion of Browne's and Cannon's additions will occur in Chapter Four.  
Other additions south of the river surveyed and platted were Chandlers, Hartson & 
Townsend, G. H. Morgen & Co., and Saunders additions. These additions lay southeast of the 
Railroad addition and away from the railroad tracks. The blocks and lots in this addition varied 
in size, with Saunders and Chandlers being the smallest. The blocks in Saunder's addition were 
similar in size to the Railroad addition yet had twice as many lots as Railroad addition blocks.  
Hartson & Townsend blocks were four times larger than the average block in Railroad addition 
and had only ten lots on each, making each lot similar in size to a half-block in Railroad addition. 
In G. H. Morgen & Co addition, the blocks were denoted, yet the lots were not represented in the 
1883 map. These spaces will be addressed further in Chapter's Three and Four when exposing 
the additions south of the river. The differential between the block and lot size denoted on 
Maxwell's Map when related to the physical development of similar space on Sanborn maps for 
1884 and 1888; demonstrates the value of geographic space as a commodity before and within 
the construction period. The growth of the constructed space of Spokane Falls after 1883, within 
the Glover business district and beyond, materialized rapidly. The speedy construction of this 
space required documentation for insurance purposes. The Sanborn Maps created for 1884 and 









Colonialization in the Pacific Northwest in the late nineteenth century occurred systematically by 
organizing and defining the geography, making the space ready for resettlement by loyal tax-
paying European Americans. Spokane Falls's location arose because of the waterpower's primary 
natural advantages at the Spokane River's falls. This advantage formed the geography's initial 
value, allowing the early growth of the built environment through the mills constructed directly 
on the falls. Roads leading to and from Spokane Falls, especially the railroad, empowered the 
secondary natural advantages of Spokane Falls location, placing Spokane Falls as the center 
place for Palouse agriculture and the mines in northern Idaho and southern Canada. Organized 
space, an aspect of proto-planning, became vogue at the time of Spokane Falls initiation, the 
form of public spaces ensured through surveys and platting the grid layout of the city, defining 
areas as public, streets, and parks, and spaces as private, blocks and lots, for sale on the market. 
The space's planned organization affirmed the property's value for the sellers, buyers, and space 
owners. Land creation as the primary commodity fueled the speculative real estate market where 
blocks and lots were bought and sold on the domestic national market.110 Many blocks and lots 
were sold numerous times before physical construction took place.  
 As of July 1883, Spokane Falls, an infant city, claimed a refined city in construction 
elements. Wood frame and brick-lined buildings front many of the Glover section streets within 
the business district, where "a new side-walk in front of the Palace Hotel building improves the 
walking."111 The hotels throughout the city were so elaborate as described in The Spokesman-
Review, "the Sprague, a first-class hotel [where] pure spring water [was] conveyed thro' pipes to 
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every part of the house, which [was] provided with bathrooms."112 There were also educational 
institutions planned for development, in 1883, consisting of a Methodist College on the "north 
bank of the river, commanding a charming view of the falls, [with] a handsome two-story 
edifice… high towers [and] spacious baseball and cricket grounds, [and also a] gymnasium."113 
Also erected was a high school consisting of a two-story building overlooking the city from the 
south hill.114 Many blocks were under construction throughout the city.115 The city's physical 
structure improved year by year and block by block as its population increased, reflecting the 
speculative real estate market's expanse, nurtured by the falls' primary and railroads' secondary 
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THE PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT OF SPOKANE FALLS W.T. AND THE 
CORRESPONDING REAL ESTATE MARKET, 1884 – 1888. 
The Physical Built Environment of Spokane Falls from 1884 to 1888 
To understand how the physical geography of Spokane Falls came into the commodified real-
estate market, one must consider how these speculated, sold, and bought spaces became 
physically developed. The Sanborn Insurance maps created for Spokane Falls between 1884 and 
1889 help understand this physically constructed space.116 Within these insurance maps, the 
Sanborn Map company collected information about Spokane Falls' property's physical 
development. Information upon these maps pertains to things considered valuable for property 
insurance against fires within the city. Because of this knowledge, it is possible to re-establish an 
understanding of the city's physical development—from its spatial construction to the materials 
employed in the physical development and the usage of spaces. Through this type of analysis, it 
is possible to see how the city's physical environment evolved.  
 The scope of the city of Spokane Falls was vastly smaller on the 1884 Sanborn Insurance 
map than it had been on the 1883 Maxwell's map, which included expansive additions to the city. 
The total space denoted on the 1884 Sanborn Map consisted of around forty-three blocks, with 
twenty of those in the Glover's section and the remaining in the Railroad Addition.117 Although 
platted and somewhat constructed, the Railroad Addition remained far behind the Glover's 
section's development (See image 3.1). Much of the development existed between Post Street in 
the West and Stevens Street in the east, with Front Street being the northern boundary and 
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Sprague Street, the southern border. Contained in this space were around 150 structures, with 
approximately 120 or constructed of wood frame, fifteen of tile siding, and thirteen constructed 
out of concrete. The types of materials employed in the building reflected access to building 
materials like wood, brick, concrete, and tile.118 
 The lack of diversity in construction material and form did not diminish the variety in 
usage. Although dwellings and saloons made up around one-third of all construction, the newly 
established city offered many of life's necessities in the 1880s. Spokane Falls had substantial 
office space with eleven different buildings devoted to that type of usage. There were at least 
five restaurants and five hotels. There were stores to procure vegetables, meat, hardware, lumber, 
furniture, and even a bakery and jewelry store. Spokane Falls had a brewery and liquor store for 
those that delighted in the spirits. A bowling alley also operated as a shooting range and an opera 
house for entertainment for those seeking leisure outside the saloons. Connecting Spokane Falls 
to the rest of the country, a post office and bank allowed for communication and news for the 
denizens while the bank provided fulfillment in economic interests. The distribution of usage for 
the constructed buildings in the initial city section did not reflect planning or long-term 
consideration within dispersal.  
 The initial city's physical development followed a laissez-faire pattern in construction 
much more than a planned community, especially in building type and usage over geographic 
space. Many areas developed informally where dwellings, blacksmiths, Chinese baths, or 
laundries coexisting on the same block. Between Stevens Street and Washington Street, East 
Main Avenue, and East Riverside Avenue, one block consisted primarily of stables, a few 
dwellings, and a three-story tiled grocery store. Building materials also varied, with most blocks 
 




comprised primarily of wood-frame structures mixed with some tiled buildings and a small 
number of brick and iron buildings (See image 3.2).119 Proto-planning occurred in Glover's 
section using the grid system, which enabled the definition of space, allowing for a definable real 
estate market. Another asset of proto-planning occurred in the description of public and private 
spaces. When laid out as public space and then enforced as public space, the street informed the 
city's denizens of the structurally planned nature of their well-planned city. As the built 
environment expanded, the speculative real-estate market turned to a physical development 
market as its physical built environment broadened to keep pace with the growing population.  
 The commercial industry drove aspects of Spokane Falls's city development. The 
waterpower of the falls enticed business interests for commodity modification. Glover, interested 
in building the city, disposed of land to promote infrastructure. Mr. Post received a portion of 
this land intending to build a "Grist Mill."120  In the spring of 1885, Mr. Post sold one-half of his 
interest in his lot to one Mr. White from Bangor, Maine, to construct a new Roller Mill on the 
falls. This sale also deeded Mr. White half of the waterpower rights used in his new flour mill. 
The mill construction consisted of a brick building of five stories, including a basement, with 
dimensions of 60 by 100 feet. The building's construction encouraged migration to Spokane Falls 
for construction workers, and the completed structure employed many migrants for years in the 
production of flour.121 In 1885 many commercial businesses sprang up around Spokane Falls like 
the C & C Roller Mill, the Spokane lumbering and manufacturing company mill, a grain 
warehouse, Willison's Pottery, plus as many as a hundred other "Business houses."122 
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Improvements in the commercial industries affected the development of the physical city. As 
workers came to Spokane Falls, housing and support systems expanded to care for the migrant 
denizens. In 1885 the housing construction exploded, where the Spokane Falls Review noted an 
"increase in superior class of homes [had] been marked to an unusual degree, giving stability to 
the place formerly somewhat lacking."123 The built environment's growth generated employment 
for construction workers, architects, and individuals who supplied the structures' physical 
material.  
The Northern Pacific Railroad Addition developed concurrently with Glover's original 
townsite. In 1884, the Railroad Addition consisted of one square block of development running 
north and south, from Sprague south to Second Avenue and west from Stevens to Monroe (See 
image 3.3).124 The Railroad addition development lagged way behind the Glover section 
business district, where half of the buildings were dwellings, and most of the addition consisted 
of wood-frame buildings (See images 3.4 and 3.5).125 The N. P. Railroad had two freight depots 
in its addition along with the Railroad Hospital. The N. P. Railroad laid multiple tracks, one 
being the mainline, the other a side-track. Within the addition, the streets were sixty-six and 
seventy-five feet wide. The physical railroad development in Spokane Falls occurred after its 
arrival in June of 1882, consisting of the depot and hospital along its tracks.126 There were no 
water pipes, hydrants, or railroad tracks as denoted on the 1884 Sanborn Map.127   
 By 1887 the pace of physical growth for Spokane Falls city extended to all wards, with 
construction taking place all over. For the year, real estate sales eclipsed $550,000, 
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demonstrating that a robust market supported a growing population of around 8,000 people.128 
The Spokane Falls Review newspaper listed the value of the city's improvement as $810,000 for 
the year 1886, demonstrating development alongside the real estate market. When considering 
the expenditure of capital for improvement alongside the population's growth from 3,000 in 
September 1885 to 4,000 in January of 1887, the explanation is that the demand for real estate 
depended on resettlement and construction, not speculation after 1885 for the interior 
neighborhoods of the city.129 The physical development of the city was remarkable as the 
calendar year turned to 1887. The Spokane Falls Review best describes the progress of 
development:   
What eastern city of 20,000 can boast of more public enterprises than exist right here in 
this city of eight years' growth. Already we have the electric light, the telephone system, 
the waterworks system, and three railroads, and the coming summer will certainly 
witness the building of a gas works, a street railway in operation, and two more railroads 
centering here, not to speak of many other corporate and private enterprises. …The 
improvements and business transactions here exhibited [were] of a solid substance 
character and [served] to mark our transmutation from a 'boom' town into a progressive 
but solid and substantial city.130 
 
The advancement of the physical structures of Spokane Falls reflected the intent of the 
geographical, physical structure that Glover had surveyed back in 1877. By 1887, Spokane Falls 
geographic space transformed into the city, primarily intended to be a city, and sold as such.131 
Spokane Falls's physical expansion did not slow the following year as the falls area developed 
rapidly into a constructed space. 
 In 1888, Spokane Falls city and population growth grew beyond any prior year, where the 
population double over the calendar year between January 1887 and January 1888 from 4,000 to 
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8,000 people.132 According to The Spokane Falls Review, the 1887 building season saw the 
construction of five hundred houses, "most of them large, expensive, attractive structures.”133 
Public developments for Spokane Falls as of January 1888 consisted of "a magnificent system of 
waterworks," electric lights lit the city streets, a telephone system that expanded "far-reaching," 
the initiation of a sewer system, the building of a street railway system, and a vast number of 
new churches.134 Many blocks were under construction or completed in the Glover section of the 
city and south into railroad addition. Looking at the 1888 Sanborn Maps and analyzing the extent 
of geographical, material, and typology of the built environment allows for a better 
understanding of how the city developed and how individual sections represented permanence. 
 The Sanborn Maps for 1888, when analyzed according to the geographical distribution of 
the built environment, the materials employed in physical construction, and the typology in the 
distribution in space, create a picture of the city as it developed physically. The 1888 Sanborn 
Maps shows vast growth in the original Glover section. The blocks between Front Street and the 
river developed between Bernard Street and Lincoln Street, and the blocks between Washington 
and Bernard saw total development. The smaller southern portions of the islands were connected 
to the mainland by bridges and had multiple mills extending into the falls (See Images 3.6 and 
3.7).135 The majority of the geographic expansion developed on the eastern side of the Glovers 
section between Stevens Street and Bernard Street, E. Riverside Avenue north, to the river (See 
Image 3.8).136 The western Glover section developed between W. Riverside Avenue and W. 
Sprague Avenue on blocks twenty-four and twenty-five between Lincoln and Madison (See 
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Image 3.9).137 By 1888 the Glover section added around ten blocks of development plus some 
on the other islands. The addition of these developed blocks occurred alongside public works and 
improved the previously developed areas.  
By 1888 the Railroad Addition's development extended south past Third Avenue, east to 
Bernard, and west past Madison for around thirty blocks. The most significant growth for the 
addition between 1884 and 1888 occurred east of Cannon's Addition and north of the future 
Irving Heights (See Image 3.10).138 There was a 300 percent growth in the four years between 
1884 and 1888 across the Railroad Addition. Dwellings increased by more than 100, wood-frame 
building increased by over 190, and total construction increased by approximately 115 structures 
(See Images 3.11 and 3.12).139 More permanent building materials became prevalent over the 
four years, where larger dwellings of brick-lined wood-frame construction sprang up throughout 
the city. An example was a large home on the corner of West Second Street and Mill, and the 
style was also present in public buildings. When constructing Chinese Laundries and Blacksmith 
Shops, businesses demanded more robust non-flammable concrete building materials (See 
Images 3.13).140 Public works also improved in this period. A water pipe extended south down 
Howard Street to Sixth Avenue, down West Second Avenue to Cedar Street, and then back north 
on Cedar Street.  The fire prevention system's expansion placed hydrants on every corner where 
the water pipes run down the streets. The expansion and improvement of the Railroad addition 
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 Identified on the Sanborn Maps for 1888 [were] many new mills on the falls' islands and 
river's edge. On the 1884 Sanborn Map, the only structure represented on the falls' was the Echo 
Flower Mill located five hundred feet from the California Hotel on Howard Street (See Image 
3.14).141 As depicted on the 1883 Maxwell map of the additions, the islands closest to the 
southern edge of the falls show dams and wood bridges connecting the north and south sides of 
the river to the islands and the falls' waterpower (See Image 3.15). The dams' infrastructure on 
the falls' harnessed the waterpower supporting the mill district's development leading up to 1888, 
connecting the mainland to the island; a wooden bridge allowed for the transportation of workers 
and goods to and from the islands. By 1888, the mill district area shows ten structures; nine 
denoted on the 1888 Sanborn Map for the first time. 
 The physical structures built on and around the falls represented a portion of the working-
class employment in commodity alteration for consumption and redistribution. Not all the 
structures along the falls operated in a singular capacity, such as the National Iron Works. A 
wood-frame structure was located on Havermales Island next to the wood bridge. Approximating 
the National Iron Works was the Spokane Mill's Company Shingle Mill, a wood-frame structure. 
The Spokane Oat Meal Mill, a wood-frame structure located on the smaller middle island next to 
the Echo Roller Mill, was owned and operated by S. G. Havermale and Son. The Echo Roller 
Mill is the only structure denoted on the 1884 Sanborn Map and was owned in 1888 by B. B. 
Brarinder and A. E. Keats.142 On the same island, the Spokane Steam Laundry connects to the 
Mechanical Soap building; both were of wood-frame structures. There was also a dwelling and a 
small warehouse on the island (See Image 3.16). 
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The Spokane Mill Company that operated the Shingle Mill on Havermales Island owned 
and managed much of the lots where Mill Street and Post Street converged. The Spokane Mill 
Company's Sawmill and Plaining Mill, a Sash, Door, and Blind Factory, ran along Mill Street, 
where the falls ran under a platform building crossing the waterway. The structure was also a 
wood frame building. West of Post Street, the Spokane Mill Company's Flour Mill, a wood 
frame structure above an underground flume, spanned the length between the Plaining Mill and 
the Flour Mill under Mill and Post Streets. In 1888 the "Spokane Mill Company" lumber 
production topped "15,000,000 [board] feet, 6000 doors, and 10,000 windows, doubling the 
product of 1887," according to The Spokane Falls Review.143 North of the Flour Mill, where Post 
Street meets the wooden bridge, sits the Clark and Curtis Roller Mills, a wood-frame structure. 
West of the Roller Mills below the falls was the Spokane Electric Light and Power Company, a 
building of concrete exterior and wood frame interior. The mills' flumes and pumps on the falls 
fed the developing city with water and electrical power (See Image 3.16).    
 Water pumps and flumes, pumping and redirecting the falls' water flow, secured and 
provided water and power to Spokane Falls. On the 1888 Sanborn Map, the Echo Roller Mill 
denoted a twelve-inch water main extending from its southeastern corner along the wooden 
bridge and south down Howard Street. The water mains crossed each other on perpendicular 
streets with some side streets pipes measuring six inches in diameter with fire hydrants denoted 
as double hydrants. Most developed streets had water lines marked with hydrants on the corners. 
In 1888 there were six miles of water mains; much of these lines extended beyond the Glover 
section of the city, with forty-four hydrants operating at a domestic line pressure established at 
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fifty pounds and fire line pressure at 150 pounds per square inch.144 Water lines brought water 
access throughout the city, creating possibilities for steam engine power away from the river and 
the falls. Water and other city resources were disproportionately distributed throughout the city. 
The suburban First Ward in 1887 still did not receive any water access. Compounding the lack of 
water was accessible transportation routes to the business district, where the only navigable street 
that remained open was many blocks west on Howard Street.145 Although all citizen's taxes paid 
for the construction of public resources, the city's public assets found a way into select areas, as 
those that controlled access to these resources also owned the land. 
  The Spokane Manufacturing and Lumber Company constructed their steam mill located 
on Second Street near the Northern Pacific Depot. In 1888 the company cut 25 million feet of 
lumber, manufactured 20,000 windows and 2,000 doors, creating jobs for up to 145 men working 
nights and days.146 Another exciting development for the city was the post boxes place 
throughout the business district and located at:  
Riverside and post; Howard, Bernard and Division streets; Front and Division, 
Washington, Howard, and Post streets; Sprague and Lincoln, and Sprague and Jefferson; 
First and Post streets, and First and Howard streets; Second and Lincoln, Jefferson, and 
Howard; Pacific Avenue and Maple street; Third and Cedar, Washington and Pine; Fifth 
and Maple, Saxton and Monroe; Sixth and Howard streets.147 
 
Access to resources provided by the city for the growing population developed rapidly between 
the years leading up to 1888, while private enterprises expanded the growing manufacturing base 
and need for an increasing population of workers. 
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Some of the new construction denoted on the 1888 Sanborn Map was the New York 
Brewing Co. on East Front Street and Washington. There was the Spokane Cracker Co. on the 
northside of East Main Street between Stevens and Washington. A new school and church 
denoted as the Catholic Church and Schoolhouse on the northside of East Main Street between 
Washington and Bernard. There was also a Chinese Laundry on the south side of East Main 
Street, a Black Smith on East Riverside Avenue, and a Boarding House on Stevens Street by the 
falls.148 Boarding houses accounted for eighteen structures on the 1888 Sanborn Map, with most 
of these structures erected within four blocks of the mill district. The physical developments 
within the Glover section of the city accounted for about four hundred buildings, seventy-five 
percent of those structures were wood frame construction, and seventy-three were dwellings. 
Many corner constructions were indicated as brick or tile buildings and wood frames with either 
brick or tile siding.149 By 1888 brick manufacturing in Spokane Falls surpassed eight million 
bricks produced and sold, with over six million of those produced by Spear, Belt & Co.150 Total 
construction for 1888 equated to 2,000 new buildings erected all over the expanding city. Over 
1,000 of these structures were undocumented as their building occurred without contracting an 
architectural firm.151 The southeast Fourth Ward of the city expanded beyond the Railroad 
Addition deeper into the west and southwest. The previously platted Browne's and Cannon's 
additions developed at this time. Cannon's Addition located just southwest of the business 
district developed in 1884 as described by The Spokesman-Review, where "the outlines of… new 
residence [were] in sight on [the] Cannon's Addition."152 Similar to Cannon's Addition, Browne's 
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Addition developed, although slowly, in 1885 where "A new residence [was] underway in… that 
part of town [and the addition was] filling up rapidly with a good class of buildings.”153 In 1886 
bids were placed, and a contract was awarded to the “Messrs J. H. Boyd & Co… for furnishing 
pipe and laying the same for the extension of the water mains in Brown’s Addition.”154 Browne's 
and Cannon's additions developed slowly between 1884 and 1889, the first year the Sanborn 
Map company acknowledged the additions of the southwest Fourth Ward. Deeper into the 
southwest, new additions were surveyed and platted, expanding the speculative real estate 
market.   
The Geographic Expansion of The City and the Real Estate Market  
Between 1881 and 1888, the Spokane Falls real estate market's speculative geographic space 
expanded as landowners surveyed and platted their land for sales. Ther additions platted and 
denoted on the Maxwell Map created in 1883 were Saunders July 1883, Chandler's addition 
April 1884, Hartson & Townson's addition June 1883, and G. H. Morgen & Company Addition 
platted July 1884. At the time of the Maxwell Map creation, the total geography within section 
twenty, Township twenty-five North, Range Forty-three East, was held in ownership (See Table 
3.17 and Image 4.8).155 The area of real estate expanse in the First Ward in 1884 consisted of 
two 640-acre sections. By 1889 the First Ward consisted of roughly nine 640-acre sections, half 
surveyed and platted, ready for sale on the real estate market (See Image 3.18).156 The 
speculative market expanded as additions became surveyed and platted.  
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 Following the arrival of the Railroad 1881, Spokane Falls emerged as a central place for 
its periphery, being the destination for the refinement and redistribution of peripherally-produced 
commodities. Still, the workers in the industries needed housing. The housing market that 
developed after the arrival of the railroad necessitated governing. Land as the primary 
commodity of Spokane Falls, once surveyed and platted, became available to the workers of 
every class resettling in and around Spokane Falls. Brokers in real estate found in Spokane Falls 
a vibrant market for the buying, selling, and leasing of space. These agents of property sales and 
management advertised their services in local papers beginning after 1883. Chas A. Webster and 
E. J. Webster, a real estate agency, ran an advertisement for "Houses to rent, Loans Negotiated, 
Rents Collected, and Management of Property for Non-residence," referencing the Bank of 
Spokane Falls and the First National Bank as financial backers.157 Real estate agents C. A. 
Absolom and W. H. Maxwell on December 15, 1883, established their office leasing the second 
story space of the Browne Block, specializing in "inside and outside property," noting W. H. 
Maxwell's experience as a surveyor as a recommendation.158 The following April 1884, Forster 
& Booge opened their real estate office on the corner of Riverside Avenue and Howard Street 
and advertised themselves as "carrying a fine list of property" and "representing the best 
insurance companies in existence."159 Two real estate offices mentioned having opened in April 
of 1884, Morgan Hall & co., dealing in real estate and Insurance Loans, opened their office on 
the East side of Howard Street, while the "Messrs Cox & Lewis" opened their office on East 
Main Street.160 May of 1884 brought another opening of a real estate office where "Boyer, Allen 
& Clarke… [a] strong and prosperous real estate and insurance firm…" as described in The 
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Spokesman-Review, "[took] possession of their new and commodious office on Riverside 
Avenue adjoining Wolverton's store."161 Real estate agents and offices sprang up all over the 
business district in the early 1880s, buying and selling property throughout all the city's 
additions.  
 The value of geographic space expanded rapidly in the 1880s as blocks and lots were sold 
and sometimes resold as the physical city developed. Working alongside the real estate agents 
and their clients, bankers and builders improved the city physically while profiting from the 
expanding land market. As the city developed, real estate speculators experienced gaps in the 
profitability of the physical structures on their lots and blocks as the value of their lots and 
blocks soared. As early as 1883, the cost of lots in the Glovers section, the business district, 
outstripped the business's value occupying those spaces. On August 11, 1883, The Spokesman-
Review printed a segment proclaiming the progressive and stable value of the future real estate 
market to those interested in buying into the physical city: 
If people living on the outside imagine that real estate in Spokane Falls [was] not worth 
hard money and plenty of it, they [were] most woefully off the track. From the natural 
consequences of rapid and substantial growth, property has slowly and surely crept 
upward, and there [was] no telling how high it will reach, and there [was] no abatement 
in the demand and no sign of weakening in price. The week Ben Bravinder sold the lot 
upon which stands his livery stable, at the southeastern corner of Main and Howard 
streets, without the building, for $11,000 to the First National Bank and G. H. Morgan & 
Co., the latter firm consummating the sale. A couple of years ago, it could have been 
purchased for a few hundred.162   
 
Not all lots in the city saw a similar increase in value, especially in the underdeveloped additions. 
Lots were available for purchase from $80 to $250, and blocks could be picked up for $1,000 in 
1885 when located in additions away from the city center, business district.163 Absolom & 
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Maxwell, real estate agents, listed properties in Cannon's Addition and Chandlers' First Addition, 
in the southeast portion of the city, and Chandler's Second Addition, north of the river, at a 
similar cost.164 The real estate value depended on location and access to city resources alongside 
the additions' developments. As the physical city improved every year, with more permanent 
structures, brick buildings in the business district, access to resources, and homes in the 
additions, the spaces' values rose in tandem.   
 The Railroad's arrival in 1881 brought Spokane Falls closer to its neighbors and the east, 
yet it also expanded the city, and the Railroad additions encompassing 640 acres more than 
doubled the city's total space. The Railroad Additions, as defined on W. H. Maxwell Map of 
Spokane Falls W. T., created 1883,  consisted of 114 blocks with ten to twelve lots per block.165 
These additions to Spokane Falls registered plats with the county beginning with the Railroad 
First Addition registered January 1881, the Railroads Second Addition platted October 1883, 
incorporating the area between Fourth Street and Ninth Street running along Cedar, the 
Railroad's Third Addition platted August 1886, and the Railroad's Fourth Addition platted July 
1889.166 All of the Railroad Additions listed encompassed all of Section eighteen within 
Township twenty-five North, Range forty-three East.167 The Sanborn Maps created between 
1884 and 1888 allow for an understanding of the Railroad Addition's physical development.  
 These additions to the city quickly became part of the robust real estate market and were 
advertised energetically. The Railroad Addition added a Second Addition 1883, a Third Addition 
1886, announcing the future sale of lots in October of the same year in an April edition of The 
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Spokane Falls Review.168 Lots available for sale in these newly added additions, some not far 
from the business district sold for much less than lots in the established areas west of the 
business district. J. T. McCarther, a real estate agent, selling lots all over town listed lots in 
railroad for $250 to $350 depending on size and location, comparing these lots to lots on 
Riverside Avenue of similar size selling $1,000 or similar sized lots in Browne's addition for 
$575.169 Farther south from the business district, there was a new addition platted in 1887 and 
1888. Just south of the Railroad Addition, the South Park Addition platted in 1887, Irving 
Heights Addition was platted the same year, and Booge's First and Second Addition was platted 
the following year 1888.170 Shortly after filing these plats, The Spokane Falls Review advertised 
these platted properties for sale on the real estate market.171 Booge's & Mcintosh offered their 
170 lots on forty acres of land that Booge purchased from the railroad in 1888, selling the land 
from their office in the Browne's building in the business district.172 The platting and advertising 
of railroad lands south of the business district initiated the physical development of whoever 
platted and sold the land to individuals and developers. Railroad lands south of the initial city 
developed earlier than all other additions to the city.  
The Northern Pacific Railroad Addition developed concurrently with Glover's original 
Townsite. In 1884, when examining the first Sanborn map, the Railroad Addition consisted of 
one square block of development running north and south from Sprague south to Second Avenue 
and west from Stevens to Monroe (See Image 3.19).173 The Railroad addition development 
lagged way behind the Glover section business district, where half of the buildings were 
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dwellings, and most of the addition consisted of wood-frame buildings (See Images 3.20 and 
3.21).174 There were no water pipes or hydrants or railroad tracks denoted on the 1884 Sanborn 
Map.175  Although the physical development lagged, the speculative environment was robust as 
the Railroad Addition expanded both geographically and physically between 1884 and 1888.   
 The growth in real estate value in the 1880s owed in part to the secondary advantages of 
the many different railroads constructed leading to and from Spokane Falls. The Spokane Falls 
and Columbia River Railway and Navigation Company, established in 1881, operated two 
separate tracks, one north to Colville and one west to where the Spokane River meets the 
Columbia River totaling 130 miles of tracks.176 The Northern Pacific Railroad laid tracks 
eastward from Wallula reached the city in 1881.177 In 1882 the Oregon Railway & Navigation 
Company completed its tracks from Portland along the Columbia River before the Northern 
Pacific again connected Spokane Falls in 1883. The Northern Pacific Railroad finished its tracks 
from Spokane Falls to Montana.178 The incorporation of the Spokane Falls & Coeur d'Alene 
Railroad in 1884 in order to build a railroad from "the gold region of Idaho Territory" to 
Spokane Falls in the west and further into Montana in the east. This undertaking occurred at the 
behest of J. J. Browne, A. M. Cannon, A. L. Davis, O. F. Weed, H. L. Cummings, and W. H. 
Armstrong—all individuals who had real estate interests in Spokane Falls.179 On the close of 
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 Incorporating the city's western addition to the business district, the Horse Car Line laid 
tracks opening new transportation to the additions. This line's tracks headed west into Cannon's 
and Brown's additions looping around and then back to the city center. The southeast portion of 
the city had the S. & M. Motor Line, which traversed southeast up the hill to the Montrose Park 
Addition. Connecting the northside of the river was the Cable Road; it headed north on Monroe, 
turning west on Borne, and continued onward to the river.180 Roads to and from Spokane Falls 
connected the city to its immediate periphery, linking the falls' waterpower to the region's 
commodities. These connections empowered the geographic space of Spokane Falls, mainly as 
denizens seeking capital gain; erected infrastructure to transform the raw commodities into 
viable transferable goods. Building the different mills on the river's falls encouraged migration to 
the city for those seeking jobs in wage labor. As a primary natural advantage, the waterpower, 
combined with the railway as a secondary natural advantage, increased the city's geographic 
value as the physical structures built to house industrialization, lodging, and entertainment 
gained value. The speculative real estate market leaped forward as the city's physical 
development progressed in value, only slumping when over-constructing the physical space. The 
built environment of the town reflected this growth and developed accordingly.  
 Browne's and Cannon's additions platted in 1883 remained mostly under-developed by 
1888, as did much of the Fourth Ward of the city's southwest. By the end of 1888, the Forth 
Ward had only four additions listed as platted and ready for sale on the real estate market. 
Compared with the southeast First Ward, at the end of 1888, the west side Forth Ward had 
twelve addition's platted and selling on the real estate market yet lagged in physical 
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development. Much of the speculative real estate market taking place in Spokane Falls in 1888 
was placed on the market in 1887 and 1888, with twenty-eight of the forty-eight platted additions 
registering their plats in those two years. Although most of the geography around the south end 
of the city appeared claimed by the time Huber & Hough compiled their Map of Spokane Falls in 
1889, much of it remained un-platted and unavailable to the real estate market.181  
 The northern wards of the prospective city follow the same paradigm. Speculative growth 
transpired in the city's Northern wards, as over three-quarters of all registered platted addition 
occurred in those spaces. The Second Ward of the northeast portion of the potential city saw 
eighteen overall platted addition, with twelve of those happening between 1887 and 1888. In the 
northwest, the Third Ward saw the second most registrations at fourteen overall and ten between 
1887 and 1888. These additions to the city expanded the available real estate market after 1887, 
encouraging growth with access to inexpensive property within proximity to the business district. 
The construction of electric streetcars and trolly lines brought the city's periphery closer and 
more accessible, making the expanded platted addition more desirable. Overall, the perspective 
and speculative real estate market in Spokane Falls exploded in the two years leading up to 1889.   
Conclusion 
Between 1884 and 1888, Spokane Falls witnessed rapid geographic, speculative, and actual 
development. By the end of 1888, Spokane Falls saw more than a seven-hundred percent 
increase in surveyed and platted additions in the four years. Over 23,000 acres were all but 
accounted for in and around the city center. The hypothetical expanse of the city vastly 
outreached the city's physical development. The real estate market expanded as the number of 
platted additions increased, the value of the blocks and lots fluctuated as the physical city 
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expanded into the proposed city. The progressive real estate market, alongside the commercial 
industries, lured migrants to the growing town. The city's population more than doubled in this 
period from 3,000 to 8,000, propelling the construction industry to provide dwellings and 
buildings for residence and employment for the city's new denizens. While the physical built 
environment improved with every new building, factory, bridge, church, school, and structures 
for many other uses, the land platted, surveyed, and registered around the city space continually 
outgrew the physical growth.  
 Spokane Falls's documented geographic growth appears not to have expanded beyond the 
Glover's initial section of the city and the northern portion of the Railroad additions. The 
physical development that mainly occurred transpired in these areas. Expanding the eastern 
portion of the city along the river, the southern blocks around the Railroad tracks and Depot, and 
the northwestern section of the Railroad additions. As the city expanded geographically, so did 
the physical infrastructure as motor rails and cable lines improved transportation, bringing the 
periphery closer to the center. Water pipes extended from the Roller Mill south throughout the 
city brought water security for fighting fires and private buildings for individual expenditure 
while creating steam power for industrialization. 
 The city's growth occurred circularly as the population growth reflected the immigrants' 
attraction to Spokane falls because of the geographic space's value when related to the primary 
and secondary natural advantages. These primary and secondary natural advantages then 
benefited the space as a zone for transforming commodities of the city's immediate periphery. 
These commodities, once repurposed, then became the materials of construction in the city's 
physical development. The physically developed blocks and lots of the city then house the 




soared again between April 1888 and February 1889, increasing from 8,000 to 13,000. The 
geographic expanse and geographic construction reflected the population growth and the 






























THE PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT OF SPOKANE FALLS, 
 1889 – 1891, AND THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE BUSINESS DISTRICT AFTER 
THE GREAT FIRE 
The Built Environment of Spokane Falls in 1889, before the Great Fire. 
Spokane Falls’s population grew to thirteen thousand by 1889, but the physical development of 
the Glover section of the city saw little growth and change. In April of 1889, wood-frame 
structures dominated the physical development of Glover's section three to one.182 Of the roughly 
450 structures within the Glover section, approximately 370 were of wood frame, with around 
fifty being either brick or tiled buildings and thirty-five of concrete construction. The amount of 
water piping feeding the hydrants and water mains for private consumption did not grow much in 
the year, remaining steady at about six miles while adding only three new hydrants.183 Much of 
the Glover section, business district, did not change over the year except for minor building 
improvements and replacements (See Images 4.1 through 4.5).184 A few blocks closest to the 
falls saw little growth yet improved through the definition and organization of space (See 
Images 4.6 and 4.7).185 These spaces' developmental organization alludes to the organization of 
geographic space as a definable commodity and hence transferable and taxable. In April of 1889, 
block seven saw the removal of structures erected in public spaces—the middle of the road—to 
private spaces, lots on Washington street (See Image 4.8).186 Another block where massive 
changes took place in 1889 was block eleven, where all of the wood frame structures present in 
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1888 were eliminated by 1889 (See Image 4.9).187 The south end of the block below the alley 
burned during August of 1888 when "a fire… swept off the row of buildings on the southeast 
corner of Main and Howard streets while the Moore & Mason block was in construction… the 
one-story uncompleted brick building on the same corner partially replaced the burnt district."188 
Fire, as much as construction, shaped the built environment of the developing city of Spokane 
Falls. 
In 1889 the Railroad Addition expanded past Fifth Avenue in the south, filling up all the 
blocks between Cedar in the west and McKennan in the east. Also, in 1889, the addition 
extended south to Seventh Avenue between Lincoln in the west and Mc Kennan in the east (See 
Image 4.10).189 Of the over 804 structures in this area in 1889, over half were dwellings, where 
ninety percent of all the structures were wood frame in construction. There were a few wood-
frame interior construction buildings with brick or tile skeleton and a few concrete structures. 
Many blocks within the addition did not change much over the year, except for minor 
modifications like removing a building or adding a few dwellings (See Image 4.11 and 4.12).190  
The Northern Pacific Railroad improved during the year by adding two more tracks and a 
passenger depot at the end of Lincoln Street and Railroad Avenue (See Image 4.13).191  Just east 
of the passenger depot and along the railroad tracks, there were woodsheds, a stockyard, and 
switch tracks with a coal shed and roundhouse running off the mainline south and crossing the 
blocks on either side of Saxton Street between Railroad Avenue and Second Street. Between 
Washington Street and McKennan, where the switch track ran to the roundhouse, there were at 
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least 50 shanties strewn about without form and reason, and some built in the middle of 
designated streets. Half of the dwellings appeared to be constructed informally, outside of the 
legal platted lots, with more shanties on Second Street between Stevens and McKennan (See 
Image 4.14).192  
 As 1889 progressed, the development of the water system expanded throughout the built 
city. The mainline extended from the Echo Roller Mill and down Howard street, extending into 
the Railroad Addition on Howard, off shooting on Sprague, then again on Second and Fourth 
Avenues. The water line fed double fire hydrants on the corners along its path and the residence's 
personal needs within the addition. The water pipe running down Second Avenue went to the 
newly developed section, the Second adjunct to Railroad. This section of the city consisted of 
entirely wood-framed dwellings (See Image 4.15).  
 In 1889, the physical city's geographic expansion extended west into Browne's and 
Cannon's Additions, southeast into Saunders's, Nosler's, and Cowley's Additions. North of the 
Spokane River, development occurred closest to the river and the bridges that spanned the falls 
(See Image 4.16).  Cannon's and Browne's Additions' physical development occurred 
continuously yet slowly following their plat filings in 1883. Cannon built his mansion on the 
block between Cedar and Walnut Avenues and West Third and Fourth Streets. Cannon's home 
consisted of a wood frame structure located in the center of the block. Cannon's additions 
consisted of more than thirty wood frame dwellings sitting on one-quarter to one-eight block 
lots. Henco's Brothers Brewery, located between Ash and Oak Avenues on West Fifth Street, 
consisted of multiple structures constructed of brick as the Ice House and Beer Cellar, the other 
being the brewery, a multiple-story wood-framed structure (See Image 4.17).193 In March of 
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1889, Cannon and Browne constructed the "Opera House Block," advancing architecture in the 
city. The Spokesman-Review bragged of the development with a review of the construction 
where: 
[the] building of the Opera House Block "the main front of the building… [was] on Post 
Street and [was] 150 feet in length on that thoroughfare and 100 feet along Main Street… 
five stories in height, the front … of pressed brick with granite trimmings. The estimated 
cost [was] $300,000.194 
 
Browne’s and Cannon's responsibility in physically developing the city extended beyond their 
additions to other projects, as they both had business in many physical aspects of the city.  
 The physical city expanded both southeast and north of the river in 1889. In the southeast 
section of the First Ward in Cowley's Addition, the Cowley School was on Hilliard Street and 
Elm Street.195 The building's construction consisted of a wood frame interior with a brick 
exterior. The city's geographic advance north of the river expanded north to Mallon Avenue and 
West to North Adams Street.196 The county courthouse and jail on West Mallon between North 
Madison and North Jefferson (See Image 4.18). The county courthouse construction consisted of 
a wood frame, whereas the Jail construction was of brick. The Methodist College, a brick-
constructed building, existed on a two-block parcel of land just north of the river, south of 
College Avenue, and east of North Monroe Street (See Image 4.19).197 North of Broadway 
Avenue, the structures consisted of mostly wood-frame single-family dwellings. South of 
Broadway Avenue along Monroe Street, there were many stores, a bakery, and W. B. Turner's 
Lumber Yard.198 Northeast of the river and business district was the newly constructed Gonzaga 
College, a three-story brick building on the North shore of the Spokane River east of Sinto's 
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Addition. By 1889, the additions on the northside of the river were on the real estate market, yet 
most were undeveloped. This factor changed dramatically over the next couple of years as fire 
changed the form of the expanding city.  
 As with all colonial cities in the American West, fire was a danger as most of the initial 
constructions consisted of wood-framed buildings. Spokane Falls, between 1881 and 1889, 
suffered significant fires on multiple occasions. In 1883 a fire destroyed F. R. Moore & 
Company general merchandise, a loss of $30,000 that was fully insured. Also destroyed was 
another general merchandise store, a drug store, a restaurant, a jewelry store, and a cigar shop 
with losses totaling around $65,000 and ravaged the area between First Avenue and Main along 
Howard street.199  In 1884 The Spokesman-Review reported multiple fires across the city: 
Within less than a year, in fact, six months, over two hundred thousand dollars’ worth of 
property has been wiped out of existence by fire in Spokane Falls. Four large and costly 
fires have occurred within a few months. With but one exception, these fires have 
occurred in the very heart of the business part of the city, and the exception saw the 
destruction of as pretty a hotel as there was in the territory.200   
 
Fire altered the physical construction as it wiped clean previous edifices and paved the way for 
reconstruction like the fire in 1888 that cleared the southeastern corner of Main and Howard. The 
block's initial construction was of wood frame buildings, wherein 1889 brick buildings 
represented the partially reconstructed block. The most massive and notable fire in Spokane Falls 
during the 1880s and in the city’s history occurred on August 4, 1889, burning thirty blocks and 
almost all business sections. As it was dubbed in The Spokesman-Review, the Great Fire 
destroyed every structure "between Railroad Avenue… north to the river, and [from] Lincoln 
street east to Washington street."201 The Glover section, the business district of Spokane Falls, 
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was virtually wiped clean in August of 1889 but regenerated itself in the last months of 1889 and 
the beginning of 1890. The section became a planned, physically built space where property 
value became protected by building codes demanding fire retardant building materials, zoning in 
the use of space, and a structure of public works protecting against future catastrophes in 
constructing a more permanent built environment. 
The Story of Spokane Falls and The Great Fire 
Fire acted as an incredibly destructive force in the colonial American West, altering built 
environments and physical landscapes, sometimes destroying urban environments as they 
emerged, and sometimes clearing the cluttered topography for a more ordered, structured, and 
accountable physical environment. Spokane Falls experienced many fires in the first decade of 
its development that sometimes altered individual blocks and lots. The August 4, 1889, Great 
Fire that struck Spokane Falls destroyed the business district and cleared the old city's 
topography. The story was told from many different perspectives in The Austin Statesman:  
The fire started at 7 p.m. in a lodging house on Railroad avenue… The flames jumped 
across the street to the Russ house and Pacific Hotel… From the Pacific hotel, the fire 
swept across First Street to frame buildings in the next block, and soon it reached the 
heart of the city. A block of two-story brick buildings on Riverside Avenue was easily 
carried away… the fire communicated to the magnificent Hyde block of four-story 
buildings, taking in the whole square between Mill and Howard Streets. At Riverside 
Avenue, the fire next leaped across Howard Street, and in a few minutes, the block 
between Howard and Stevens Street was a mass of red-hot ashes. The next structure to 
succumb was the large Tull block. From there, the conflagration went whirling through 
solid blocks of four-story buildings, including the post office between Stevens and 
Washington streets. At this point, the fire burned out from lack of material.202 
 
The Austen Statesman relayed another account of the fire of Spokane Falls on August 4, 1889, 
describing the events of the destruction, where: 
From the place of origin, the fire had meanwhile taken another direction, leaping across 
Sprague Street to the opera house, and then Riverside Avenue to Browne's bank, then 
both sides of the avenue were in flames. The buildings between Post and Mill streets 
 




were quickly licked up, including the Grand Hotel. From here, the waves of flames 
poured into the adjoining square on the right containing Frankfort Block, the largest 
building in the city… The Arlington Hotel was now enveloped in flames. Northward was 
the direction taken by the fire from Arlington. It consumed the block between Howard's, 
Main, Front, and Stevens Street, burning east as far as the latter thoroughfare, where a 
vacant lot checked further progress in that direction. Everything in a northerly direction, 
including the Northern Pacific, express office, Union block, and Windsor hotel, were 
soon a mass of flames. The river prevented the fire from doing further damage and was 
the means of saving all the big plaining and lumber mills. Three hours sufficed to 
complete the awful destruction. The only business block standing in the city [was] the 
Cresent building, which was saved by means of tearing down intervening buildings.203 
 
The extent of the destruction of the Great Fire encompassed the city's business district's entirety, 
approximately thirty-five square blocks. 204 The total blocks destroyed included the smaller 
blocks south of Sprague within the Railroad Addition, half of the blocks' size in the initial Glover 
Township. The burn district's boundaries were the railroad tracks in the south and the river in the 
north, Bernard Street in the east, and Madison Street in the west.205 The large extent of the fire's 
destruction was arguably preventable because of the vast waterworks present in the recent city. 
Moreover, as reported by The Austin Statesman, on the day of the fire, the "superintendent of the 
city waterworks was… absent at the time of the fire, the big pumps were not connected, and as a 
result, there was scarcely any pressure." 206 The destruction of the Great Fire, preventable or not, 
scrubbed the topography of the business district, opening the geographic space for 
redevelopment and the construction of an organized, single-use, and accountable space.  
 As the embers of the business district cooled, capitalists within and around the city lusted 
over the real estate opportunities present in the aftermath of the Great Fire. In the burned district, 
real estate held its value and even increased vis-à-vis its pre-fire value. The story of this market 
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was evident in The Spokesman-Review, where there was a description of the development of the 
robust real estate market:  
The Bank vaults had by this time cooled off sufficiently to be opened, and the contents 
were all found to be in well-preserved condition… The first step in the manifestation of 
confidence was on the part of Warren Hussey and his associates in the Spokane National 
Bank, who purchased the southeast corner of Howard and Riverside for $30,000, this 
being at the rate of $1,000 a foot. Then came the Traders' National and purchased the 
southwest corner of the same streets for even a higher price per foot, and quickly 
following this transaction, the First National purchased the northwest corner of the same 
streets for $40,000. As these purchases were made in the presence of smoldering ruins, it 
was evident to all that the city of Spokane Falls was itself again. About these times, 
transactions were going on; numerous citizens came with telegrams in their hands just 
received from prominent capitalists and various investment companies in the East 
offering any amount of money needed to rebuild the city and upon easy terms.207 
 
The market related to the land within the burned district reflected speculative real estate 
opportunity, where the cleared space that was central in urban position was open to complete 
redevelopment. By the time The Spokesman-Review hit the streets on August 8, 1889, real estate 
within the burned district was already claimed, and the property owners were proclaiming to 
rebuild. As a result, much of the burned district rebuilt more extensively and more permanent 
than the initial constructions. The following is a partial list of new buildings intended for 
construction as announced in The Spokesman-Review: 
H. L. Wilson, Main and Howard Streets; Clough & Graves, corner Main and Stevens 
Streets; Daniels, corner Main and Howard Streets; Strobach & Munter, Howard Street, 
between Main and Riverside; Traders' National bank corner Mill and Riverside thirty 
feet; E. B. Hyde, on Riverside, between Howard and Mill, 117 feet, five stories; A. M. 
Cannon, corner Riverside and Mill Streets; Goetie & Baer, corner Main and Howard, 120 
feet; J. C. Sherwood, sixty feet on Riverside, between Howard and Stevens; H. L. 
Wilson, Main and Howard; Clough & Graves, corner Main and Stevens, 120 feet, three 
stories; H. T. Daniels, corner Main and Howard Streets; Stroback & Munter, Howard, 
between Riverside and Main; L. G. Dement, Howard, between Main and Riverside; 
Hartson, Churchill, Webster & Tryon, 100 feet on Riverside, between Post and Lincoln; 
M. T. Hartson, corner Post and Sprague, eighty feet, three stories; W. C. Gray, corner 
Front and Howard; Brook & Birch, Stevens and First; Cannon & Browne, corner Main 
and Post, 150 feet, five stories; B. Dwight Company, Riverside and Post, 60 feet; B. F. 
Birch, 60 feet on Riverside, between Howard and Stevens, five stories; Spokane National 
 




bank, 30 feet on the corner of Howard and Riverside, five stories; First National bank, 40 
feet, corner Howard and Riverside, four stories; S. C. Hyde, Main, between Stevens and 
Howard; Victor Desert, 115 feet on Post Street, three stories; Drumbeller & Fairwether 
and Monaghan & King, corner Front and Howard, 70 feet, four stories; Brook & 
Fotheringham, 60 feet, corner Stevens and Riverside, four stories; H. B. Nichols, corner 
Riverside and Washington, 60 feet, five stories; A. H. Porter, corner Bernard and 
Riverside; Wilson & Clark, Riverside, near Bernard, 50 feet; Burns & Chapman, four 
stories, 70 X 70.208 
 
Two days after the Great Fire burned the entirety of the business district, business owners 
notified the public of their intent to rebuild. No longer would the business district have 
residential dwellings.  
 The physical destruction of the business district saw the removal of many different types 
of structures. Of the approximately 520 structures in the burned district, roughly 419 were of 
wood frame construction. Of these 520 structures, nearly 125 were either dwellings or boarding 
houses, and over fifteen were shanties.209 Lost in the fire were many blocks built by capitalist 
real estate developers like Cannon's block, Browne's block, Eagle block, Frankfurt block, and the 
Wolverton block.210 Also lost were the U.S. Hotel, the Western Hotel, the Northern Pacific 
Freight Depot and Grain Elevator, the Norther Pacific Passenger Depot, the New York Brewery, 
a Baptist Church, a Presbyterian Church, a Congregational Church, a Public School, and the 
Falls City Opera House. The loss of these buildings created a vacuum filled by opportunistic 
capitalists, who came from within the city, from the east, and even abroad. The district's 
rebuilding consisted of stipulating the type and form in the reconstruction and usage of space.211  
John Fahey described the transition of the city after the fire: 
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They declared that the fire had rid them of flimsy structures in an undesirable pattern of 
city growth. They vowed to erect a glorious, fireproof city on the debris. Nearly all who 
built new business structures in the two years after the fire owned their property before 
the fire, and a half dozen men named their new buildings for burned ones. The structures 
that rose in 1890 and 1891 were massive, wooden framed, but with heavy bearing walls 
of granite and brick. Set down side by side, they would have extended one and three-
eighths miles. These down- town buildings cost more than $4.2 million, extravagant 
stone monuments along mud streets. Of this rebuilt city, Jolies wrote: “I have never seen 
a small town . . . which offers such an overwhelming impression of monumental 
buildings…” In their revised design for the city, Spokane Falls builders placed their 
major structures principally along Riverside Avenue, which superseded Howard as the 
main business street. Unlike Howard, Riverside did not end at the railroad tracks; it could 
stretch without limit as the city grew. In this hurried, ebullient rebuilding, 500 structures 
rose within a year after the fire. By August 1, 1890, the city council could order tents 
removed within the fire limits212 
 
Twenty percent of the structures before the fire dedicated to dwellings and boarding houses 
changed in this time, pushing the residence out of urban spaces into the suburbs' immediate 
periphery. This displacement of denizens into peripheral spaces expanded the city's geography 
past the previous year's limits, expanding the real estate market within the burned district and 
through the expanding city over the next couple of years.   
The Real Estate Market Between 1889 and 1891 as an Aspect of Development  
As the city developed during the early part of the 1880s, the physical construction followed the 
market and expanded as real estate initially sold, where the land was the primary commodity for 
the capitalist ventures. As the population grew alongside the city's industry, the real estate 
market changed to a developing market, and the physical city expanded. Because access to 
construction materials was scarce and dependent on local resources, the initial city buildings 
consisted of wood-frame and developed slowly toward more permanent materials as brick 
production, ironworks, and concrete factories engaged in the city. Because the original buildings' 
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materials were of three-quarter wood-frame construction that were impermanent and 
combustible, fires were common. Spokane Falls experienced a city-killing fire in August of 
1889, yet because of the primary and secondary natural advantages and the developmental scope 
of Spokane Falls, the city had a chance to survive, rebuild, and even expand. Spokane Falls 
would continue to expand geographically and physically, erecting new neighborhoods in all the 
city's wards over the next few years.  
 By 1890 the area of platted geography did not change significantly; the First Ward 
consisted of the Railroad, and the southeast had eighteen platted additions (See Image 3.4).213 
However, much of the denoted geography, either platted or un-platted, was not developed by the 
individuals holding title to the land. The platted additions in the southeast First Ward changed 
possession sometimes many times before developing. The speculative real estate market 
exploded in Spokane Falls after 1888 in the additions outside the Glover section. Additions, 
blocks, and lots were traded on the real estate market before development. Kern & Ridpath's 
subdivision of blocks Eleven and Thirteen of G. H. Morgan's plat, listed in January and March of 
1889, demonstrates this subdivision of plats before development. Within Section Thirty-three of 
the Garden Park Addition in the south portion of the northeast quarter and the north portion of 
the southeast quarter on the 1889 real estate map, the 1890 maps show the plat denoted as Kern 
and Basset. The Spokane Plat index has many listings for sections 33-25-43, with Garden Park 
named as the plat, although most of these plat filings have much later dates, some from the 1950s 
(See Image 4.20).214 Most of the First Ward's southeast section developed during the thirty years 
following the additions' plat dates. The area surrounding the city business district and the 
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railways developed before 1891 (see image 4.20). The speculative real estate market persisted 
primarily on the edge of the previously developed areas. The only spaces outside of Railroad 
addition in the First Ward denoted as developed were Nosler's, Chandler's, and Saunders's 
Additions partially developed as of 1891. In all, the First Ward of the city by 1890 had fifty-one 
total additions, with thirty-three of those surveyed, platted, and filed with the county. Of these 
surveyed and platted additions within the First Ward, only six blocks saw development as of 
1891. The rest of the city progressed rapidly because of the destruction of the Great Fire (See 
Image 4.21, 4.22, and 4.23). 
 In 1889 there were 110 additions in Spokane Falls, both north (approximately fifty-nine) 
and south (approximately forty-one) of the Spokane River, with twelve of these west of 
Hangman's Creek (See Image 4.21, 4.22, and 4.23).215 Those beyond the First Ward of the city, 
north of the river, and southwest of the business district developed later, yet the real estate 
market in those areas exploded between 1889 and 1891. The Second Ward, the northeast portion 
of the city, had forty-eight additions listed in 1890, with thirty-four of them undeveloped yet 
surveyed, platted, and listed for sale on the speculative and developing real estate market. In 
1891 seven of the Second Ward additions were developed, the development of the four Heath's 
additions benefiting from the Spokane & Northern Railroad extending through the middle of the 
additions as it headed north.216 South of the river within the Second Ward, including Havermales 
Addition, and the Railroad's fourth Addition, these new additions expanded east of the business 
district and burned area (See Image 4.21, 4.22, and 4.23).217  
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 The northwest Third Ward of the city in 1890 had twenty-seven additions, with twenty-
three that were surveyed, platted, and listed for sale on the real estate market. Of the twenty-three 
additions selling on the market, seven were developed or developing. Fourteen of the Third Ward 
additions were surveyed and platted yet remained undeveloped upon real estate market trading as 
speculative commodities. In the Fourth Ward southwestern portion of the expanding city were 
thirty-three additions to the city as of 1890 (See Image 4.21, 4.22, and 4.23). Twelve of these 
additions to the city were surveyed and platted, yet only two were developing as of 1891. 
Twenty-one of the Fourth Ward's additions were un-surveyed and un-platted, acting only 
speculatively on the real estate market. As the city expanded between 1889 and 1891, some 
additions developed physically, becoming part of the built environment, while other additions 
were bought and sold without development (See Image 4.21, 4.22, and 4.23).218   
 Between 1889 and 1891, real estate in and around the city exploded in value, with many 
additions surveyed and platted available for sale. The primary and secondary natural 
advantages—the Spokane Falls’ location, the natural power of the falls, and the transportation 
networks, leading to and from and within the city created superior value for the land as a 
commodity. As more additions were surveyed and platted, these additions would be advertised 
within the local papers notifying investors of the opportunity to buy property within the city to 
develop or re-sell later. The Spokane Falls Review in January 1889 reported upon the opening of 
a new addition to the city within walking distance of the business district: 
The real estate firm of Jones & Rogers… have just bought the twenty-eight acres known 
as the Havermales tract, bounded by Washington, Boone, and Mill Streets and the L. S. & 
E. and Union Pacific depot grounds. It [was] conceded by real estate men that it [was] the 
best acre buy ever made in Spokane Falls, and they will plat it immediately and be able to 
sell some of the most desirable lots in the heart of the city, every foot of which [was] 
 




business 'or prospective business' property, at from 35 to 50 percent less than the property 
adjoining, thus giving the purchaser an opportunity of an immediate advances in price.219 
 
Even as the city expanded in all directions, Havermales track sold and platted as Keystone 
Addition on February 5, 1890, added real estate to the bloated yet prosperous real estate market 
in Spokane Falls.  
 Real estate on the north side of the river expanded, with blocks and lots that were distant 
from the urban space and previously deemed undesirable selling quickly. H. Bolster & Company 
advertised lots for sale in The Spokesman-Review where Sinto's Addition was advertised as a 
"choice addition at very low prices" with "property very near the Seattle, Lake Shore and Eastern 
railroad depots" and "Victoria Street [as] one of our best north and south streets and a main 
artery to the city."220 In March 1889, H. L. Moody real estate offered corner and inside lots in Ida 
& Kaufman's additions and lots on Monroe, fourth, and Fifth for a "bargain and only $1,000 
down," in the Spokane Falls Review.221 In the very same paper, H. Bolster & Company 
advertised lots in Nettleton's Addition that could be purchased at "Great bargains in this Addition 
for a few days," an assertion proved as lots sold for $375 for inside lots and $400 for corner lots, 
all near the Cable Railroad.222 As the city population expanded from 8,000 to 13,000 in a year, 
the real estate market followed. 
 Blocks and lots in the Second and Third Wards north of the river expanded in demand, 
and value encouraged the sale of even the most flawed lots. The Spokesman-Review in April 
1889 offered this example of the expanding value of the real estate in Spokane Falls: 
A wonderful achievement has been accomplished during the past ten weeks in converting 
into a valuable piece of business property what was hitherto a worthless pile of rock… 
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west of the approach to the bridge [on Bridge Street]… Malone & Costello bought this 
property about the [First] of February… When these gentlemen first surveyed their 
property, it looked like a useless undertaking to attempt to remove such a vast amount of 
solid rock, and few ever expected to see the property leveled to the grade of the street… 
to make [the property] level with the street, it was necessary to remove about 10,000 
cubic yards of rock… About 2,500 cubic yards were used in the grading of Bridge Street, 
and the balance was used in grading the back of the lots to the level of the front… The 
property [was] now a perfectly level piece of ground, and its value has been tripled. The 
work has been accomplished at [the] cost of about $15,000 and [was] probably the largest 
undertaking ever achieved by any private individuals in the city.223 
 
As property values surpassed construction costs, previously unimagined projects to alter the 
physical environment became possible—and were undertaken. Real estate around Spokane Falls 
became coveted amongst capitalists and investors. Blocks and Lots as investment opportunities 
surfaced beyond the city and its surrounding areas, sometimes as far away as the east coast of the 
United States and also in Europe. In April 1889, The Spokesman-Review referred to this interest 
in the market: 
The past week has been one of extraordinary activity, and there [was] an increased 
foreign inquiry. The fame of Spokane Falls [was] spreading throughout letters of inquiry, 
and frequent visits from capitalists from abroad, all of whom [were] so favorably 
impressed with the great natural advantages of our city that they do not generally hesitate 
to invest, so favorable [were] the indications for profitable returns.224 
 
The primary and secondary advantages of the city drove the real estate market's perceived and 
real value, drawing migrants and investors to Spokane Falls. Spokane Falls expanded from 
13,000 denizens in 1889 to 22,500 in 1891, driving a robust real estate market, a market that was 
also fueled by the eradication of the business district's built environment in the Great Fire of 
August 1889.  
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 The Great fire altered the business district's real estate market because more than twenty 
percent of the structures destroyed within the burnt district were dwellings, shanties, or boarding 
houses. After losing their residences, the people living in the burn area had to find housing 
elsewhere in the city. The market around the business district reconstructed from a laissez-faire 
development to form in material construction and usage, which transferred residences from the 
urban space to the peripheral suburbs. In the immediate aftermath of the fire, the business 
district's real estate market encompassed most of the reconstructed space's real estate dealings. 
The boarding houses, dwellings, and even shanties forced out of the business district after the 
Great Fire aided in the growth of the north side of the river, the southeast, and west into 
Browne's and Cannon's Additions. The development of the city followed the market as the 
physical built environment expanded in all directions.  
The Expansion and Development of the Spokane Falls After The Great Fire to 1891. 
The destruction that wiped clean thirty-five blocks of the business district in August 1889 created 
an opportunity to rebuild the business district in a more organized form. Space was opened for 
reconstruction as thirty-five blocks and approximately 520 structures burned. In the Fourth Ward 
portion of the business district Between Lincoln Street, Mill Street, West Sprague Avenue, and 
West Railroad Avenue, only one-quarter of the total four-block area was reconstructed by 
1891.225 Before the Great Fire, the area of these blocks was approximately eighty percent 
constructed, with eighty percent of the construction being wood frame in nature; the 
reconstructed buildings in 1891 were of brick and stone construction (See Image 4.24).226 The 
blocks directly east between Mill Street and Stevens Street saw the same change in type and 
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form of materials employed in reconstruction (See Image 4.25).227 The blocks' form and 
organization changed with reconstruction, and the buildings in 1889 conveyed a diverse usage 
type of dwellings, stores, warehouses, and lodgings. The reconstructed buildings were brick 
multistory stores and the Pacific Hotel (See Images 4.24).228 Multistory brick stores all over the 
business district replaced dwellings destroyed in the fire (See Image 4.25).229  
 Some reconstructed buildings restored within the burned district held the same usage and 
form of structure that survived the fire. Along Riverside Avenue, the O. K. Livery located on 
Riverside and Lincoln Street's corner was the same form and material construction between 1891 
as the 1889 wood-frame structure. Across the street, on the southern corner of Riverside Avenue 
and Lincoln Street, the Commercial Hotel and the offices adjacent to it were very similar in form 
and construction between 1889 and 1891 (See Image 4.26).230 On the corner of Washington 
Street and East Front Avenue, the New York Brewery's form and material construction did not 
change in 1889 and 1891 (See Image 4.27).231 The buildings of the brewery consisted of a mix 
of brick, stone, and wood frames. The building on the west side of Bernard Street between East 
Front Avenue and East Sprague Avenue similarly survived the fire (See Images 4.28 and 
4.29).232 Being on the fire's eastern edge, the structures on Bernard Street's also probably 
survived the fire, more so than were reconstructed. Many blocks on the burned district's edge 
shared these qualities where some were destroyed and rebuilt blocks, while others were 
untouched by the fire.  
 









 Within the burned area of the business district, the value and construction increased 
within the business district. The rebuilt block and corner lots adorned fancy new buildings with 
the latest technology. These structures contained the emerging city government and financial 
district. John Fahey described the construction, usage, and vales of these reconstructed spaces: 
These characteristics of urban economy appeared in downtown Spokane Falls when it 
reemerged in 1890 and 1891. Everyone knew that certain sites were better than others, 
and the popular fancy nurtured the concept of a million-dollar corner—the one best 
location in town…In 1890 six of these twenty corners were occupied by banks. Of nine 
popular dry-goods, clothing, and notions stores, all but one were located on Riverside 
between Post and Washington. Two or more large office buildings stood at four Riverside 
intersections: the Jamieson and Hyde blocks at Wall; the First (Exchange) National Bank, 
Traders' Bank, and Ziegler blocks at Howard; the Eagle, Fernwell (Chamber of 
Commerce), and Tuli blocks at Stevens; and the Granite, Temple Court, and Lindelle 
buildings at Washington. The first and second floors of these buildings were commercial, 
but, until elevators became commonplace, the upper floors were generally used for 
bedrooms and apartments… A number of the first elevators in Spokane were hydraulic 
elevators, installed by such local firms as the Pacific Iron Works or the Union Iron 
Works; others were electric, for which the Washington Water Power Company acted as 
agent.233 
 
By 1890 the buildings and streets within the burned area of the business district accommodated 
less dwelling, although Fahey pointed out the higher floors of the new skyscrapers held 
apartments until elevators were installed and residential construction were removed from the 
district. The usage of these corner spaces became dominated by banks and retail stores. Buildings 
constructed of materials representing permanence dominated the entirety of the business district 
after 1890.   
 Permanence in construction material dominated the reconstruction, as the goal of 
avoiding another massive fire dictated the proto-planning concepts. An example of this 
permanence strategy was the Grand Stables, constructed after the Great Fire of brick with stone 
walls surrounding a yard on Washington Street next to the Spokane River's channel. Shanties of 
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wood frame construction dominated that same space before the fire in 1889. The Dood Block, a 
five-story brick building, constructed on the north side of West Riverside Avenue and Monroe 
Street, also exemplified the change in material construction and usage within the business 
district. On the opposite southern street corner, the Review Building, a five-story brick building 
built for storefront offices, replaced a brick-lined wood-frame structure that was the Presbyterian 
Church before the fire (See Image 4.26). Again, the reconstruction's primary building material 
was brick, with many of the reconstructed structures being multistoried stores, businesses, 
restaurants, and hotels (See Images 4.28 and 4.29).234 The blocks between Stevens Street and 
Mill Streets, East and West Riverside Avenue, and East and West Front Street were one-hundred 
percent redeveloped or under construction, all with new brick construction being multistory and 
singular in usage (See Images 4.30 and 4.31).235 Capitalists that purchased the city's burned 
space undertook most of the new block's construction, only days after the Great Fire. No 
dwellings were constructed within these spaces, forcing the business district's denizens to 
relocate elsewhere in the expanding city.  
 The physical expansion of the city between 1889 and 1891 occurred across all the wards 
of the city. In 1889 approximately 141 blocks of the city were developed, with thirty-one of 
those blocks within the First Ward, seventeen in the Second Ward, twenty-eight in the Third 
Ward, and sixty-five blocks in the Fourth Ward (See Images 4.32 and 4.33).236 In 1891 the 
physical expanse of the city reached 440 blocks either under construction or developed. In the 
First ward, 104 blocks had structures, a growth of over 235 percent (See Image 4.34).237 In the 
Second Ward, sixty-nine blocks were developed before 1891, a growth of 305 percent (See 
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Image 4.35).238 The Third Ward had 137 blocks developed, including 106 new ones, a 278 
percent increase (See Image 4.36).239 The city's slowest expanding ward was the Fourth Ward, 
which saw a relatively small increase of 100 percent from sixty-five blocks developed in 1889 to 
130 blocks in 1891 (See Image 4.37).240 The city's physical growth between 1889 and 1891 
grew outwardly as the business district's burn area transformed in form and usage from a space 
of mixed-use and mixed construction to singular usage and construction. Dwellings dominated 
the built environment within the expanding physical city outside of the business district.  
 The city's northern wards more than doubled after 1889, and the Great Fire expanded 
from forty-five to 106 blocks, a 235 percent growth. In the First Ward, the northeast portion of 
the city Heath's Additions platted in 1884, and 1887 had blocks developing on either side of the 
Spokane & Northern Railroad (See Images 4.21 and 4.37).241 Heath's Addition consisted of 
approximately eighty-five wood frame construction dwellings, spread out over the seventeen 
blocks sparsely developed.242 Heath's Addition's borders were Montgomery in the north and 
Mission Street in the south, with Dakota Street in the east and Victoria (Division Street) in the 
west. Olli's Addition in the northwest portion of the city, platted in 1883, developed slowly 
between its platting and 1891 (See Image 4.39).243 Within the addition, there were 126 lots with 
twenty-eight developed, comprising twenty-six dwellings and eighteen stables. There were 
twelve lots per block and the structures varied in design and size. Some buildings were multiple 
stories (See Image 4.40).244  
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 Ide's Addition east of Olli's Addition developed similarly, platted in 1883 the physical 
construction occurred sluggishly until 1891 (See Image 4.41).245 In 1891 Ide's Addition had 108 
total lots, with twelve lots per block, fifty-one of which were undeveloped and fifty-seven of 
which had structures. There were thirty-eight wood frame dwellings and sixteen wood frame 
stables. The structures varied in size and form, and within the addition, there was a Roman 
Catholic church, a Baptist Church, and a Swedish Lutheran Church. The Bryant School occupied 
the block between Broadway and Third, a brick building of multiple stories (See Image 4.42).246 
Northeast of Ide's Addition was Bingaman's Addition platted in 1883 yet mostly undeveloped by 
1891 (See Image 4.43).247 Bingaman's Addition had 142 total lots, with only fifty having any 
structures constructed upon them. In the addition, there were forty-six wood frame dwellings and 
twenty-five wood frame stables. Most of the structures varied in size and form yet were 
predominantly wood frames in construction, with one being a Methodist Church on North 
Jefferson and West Sharp (See Image 4.44).248 The addition in 1891 developed in response to 
the need for dwellings to house the city's denizens either displaced by the Great Fire or migrants 
moving into the city to work in the reconstruction. Many of the northern additions experienced 
similar growth in 1891.  
 On the north shore of the Spokane River, Chandler's Second Addition, platted in 1884, 
developed rapidly in 1891 (See Image 4.45).249 There were 113 total lots platted, of which forty-
one had structures constructed upon them and seventy-two were undeveloped. There were forty-
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six wood-framed dwellings and twenty-five wood frame stables. The dwellings were similar in 
construction on a few blocks, appearing as mass constructed before purchasing and occupation 
(See Image 4.46).250 Uniformity in styles and form for the dwellings within Chandler’s Addition 
existed where there were single lots with up to four similar dwellings upon them. This particular 
form can infer that the addition was a working-class neighborhood—where the neighborhood's 
location in proximity to the reconstruction of the business district and the factories in the mill 
district influenced its development. Stratton's Addition northeast of Chandler's Addition and 
directly north of the falls on the Spokane River was platted in 1885. The boundaries of the 
addition were Boone Avenue in the south, Washington Street in the east, Mission Street in the 
west, and Monroe Street in the east (See Image 4.47).251 Stratton's Addition held 180 total lots, 
where forty-four lots had thirty-two wood frame dwellings and twenty-five stables. On the corner 
of East Maxwell and North Post was a wood-framed brick-lined dwelling on a quarter block lot, 
inferring a more affluent neighborhood (See Image 4.48).252 
  West of Stratton's addition on the Spokane River's northwest shore, Nettleton's Addition 
platted in 1887 extended along the river's north shore. The boundaries of the addition were 
Chestnut Street in the east, West Boone Street in the north, Cochran Street in the west, and the 
southern border was the Spokane River. The youthfulness of the addition in 1891 reflected its 
physical development. Of the more than 400 lots within the addition, 359 were unbuilt in 1891, 
and the forty-one developed lots contained fifty-four wood frame dwellings and twenty-eight 
stables. (See Images 4.49).253 Thus, dwellings represented all the physical construction within 
the addition, and all the lots and buildings were small in size. North of Nettleton's Addition was 
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Chamberlin's Addition platted which was platted in 1884 and developed slowly through 1891. 
The boundaries of the addition were Cedar Street in the east, Mission Street in the north, Belt 
Street in the west, and Boone and Dean Streets in the south. In the addition, seventy-five percent 
of the blocks and lots were empty in 1891. All the structures were of wood frame construction, 
and the additions were almost entirely residential in form and usage. The Spokane Lake Shore 
and Eastern Railroad extended along Carpenter Street as it ran west (See Image 4.50).254 In the 
northern wards of the city, residential dwellings represented most construction occurring 
between 1889 and 1891. There were water mains constructed throughout the northside additions, 
and the county courthouse was west of Monroe Street, just north of the Spokane River. On the 
southern shore of the river in the western section of Browne's and Cannon's addition, growth 
expanded between 1889 and 1891. 
 South of the Spokane River in the Fourth Ward of Browne's and Canon's additions to the 
city was platted in 1883 and developed slowly until 1889 then rapidly until 1891 (See Images 
4.51, 4.52, and 4.53).255 The boundaries of Brown's and Cannon's addition were Cedar Street in 
the east, the bluff overlooking the river in the north, the bluffs overlooking Hangman's Creek in 
the west, and tenth Avenue in the south.256 Immediately after filing his plat document with the 
city, Browne began developing the space and readying it for sale. The Spokesman-Review 
mentioned Browne's Addition's development in July of 1883, immediately after his plat was filed 
with the city. 
Mr. Maxwell… completed a handsome plan of the addition, and Mr. Browne [was] kept 
busy selling these lots… The land consists of some 120 acres, including broad streets, 
parks… It [was] almost perfectly level, rising from the flat plain that constitutes the 
western part of the city with an imperceptible slope to the bank of Hangman Creek 
canyon… It [was] bordered on the north by the Spokane River, and on the west by 
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Hangman Creek. The land [was] entirely free of rocks, and there [was] not a single lot 
that will not make a good building site. In laying out the addition, Mr. Browne has 
excellent taste, provided for wide streets, running north and south, east, and west. 
Traversing the plot from east to west [was] Pacific Avenue, a highway 100 feet wide that 
[was] a continuation of First street and Terminates at the edge of the bluff to the west, 
connecting with Coeur d'Alene Avenue… the land to the north [was] Riverside 
Avenue… which starts from the center of the city and… extends to the extreme 
northwestern terminus of Mr. Browne's property… In the southern part of the addition, in 
conjunction with A. M. Cannon, Mr. Browne will [laid] out a public park containing 
fifteen acres. [The park was] enclosed, laid out with walks, pavilion… as soon as the 
waterworks [were] established here, Mr. Browne [laid] pipe… throughout the addition, 
insuring every resident an abundant supply of water.257 
 
By this definition, Browne's Addition's real estate development was for a class of buyers whose 
affluence afforded greater access to the advancing technology developing in the city between 
1883 and 1891. The addition's slower development between 1883 and 1889 reflected the 
substantial real estate opportunities within the initial Glover business district. The expanding 
population by 1889 placed the addition closer to the business district, while the Great Fire and 
the destruction of many dwellings solidified Cannon's and Browne's additions valuable prospects 
in interurban residential real estate.  
 In 1891 the suburban additions developed by Browne and Cannon were primarily 
residential. The lots in the addition ranged in size, ranging from one-sixth to one-twelfth block 
lots. In 1889 the additions' total development was thirty-three wood-framed dwellings and 
eighteen stables with a few wood-framed businesses. By 1891 there were 231 wood frame 
dwellings and four brick dwellings, and 111 stables in the additions. On Riverside Avenue, north 
of Chestnut, was a tenement house subdivided six ways, and on West Fourth and Walnut across 
the street from Cannon's mansion was a second tenement house subdivided six ways (See Image 
4.54).258 Between Cedar Street and Maple Street south of Riverside Avenue in 1891 was St. Paul 
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& Tacoma Lumber Company, the W. H. Smith Corral, the Spokane Furniture Company, and the 
Spokane Streetcar Company. A three-story brick building, the Irving School, stood between 
Cannon's and Browne's additions on West Seventh and West Ash Street's corner. Coeur d'Alene 
Park divided the two additions at West Third and Chestnut Streets. The southernmost developed 
point of Cannon's Addition along West Fifth Street between Ash and Oak was the Henco 
Brothers Brewery, a complex of wood frame and brick structures (See Image 4.55). The 
southwest Fourth Ward expanded between 1889 and 1891 beyond Cannon's and Browne's 
additions. West of Browne's and Cannon's additions in 1890, The Spokane Falls Review 
advertised real estate through Clough and Graves in the Union Pacific Addition, "Adjoining 
Browne's Addition on the west… Sites for [factories], with splendid water privileges, given away 
for any legitimate manufacturing enterprises."259 Lot size and construction materials infer that 
Browne’s and Cannons additions developed primarily as more affluent residential spaces—
especially in the west around the park—yet on the eastern edge where the additions met the 
Railroad Addition, the development occurred as commercial spaces. In 1890 the Railroad 
Addition mainly remained the same as in 1889 except in the area of the Great Fire.  
  The Railroad Addition in the Fourth Ward in 1889 had fifty-eight blocks under 
construction or fully developed. By 1891 the addition expanded to sixty-eight blocks developed. 
The most significant expansion of the addition was in the southwest corner between Lincoln and 
Cedar Street south of West fifth (See Image 4.56).260 In 1889 on the developed blocks south of 
West Third Avenue, all the structures were dwellings of wood frame construction. In 1891 on 
West Second between Madison and Adams Streets, two dwellings were removed and replaced 
with the First Presbyterian Church on the corner of West Second and Jefferson, and The Western 
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D. M. Mc Douglas Feed & Sale shop on West Second Street (See Images 4.57 and 4.58).261 
Between Post and Mill Streets south of the railroad tracks to West Second, in 1889, the Sexton 
and Merry weather Lumber Yard transitioned from stacks of lumber to a two-story brick building 
housing J. M. Hale's Agricultural Warehouse and Sexton and Merry weather's Sash and Door 
Wearhouse in 1891. On the corner of Madison and West Second Street, a wood frame dwelling 
was replaced with a three-story wood-frame structure that housed a dining room, storefronts, and 
the St. Paul Hotel.262 
  On West Second between Monroe and Lincoln, Spokane Upholstery Company and a 
Baptist Church shared a new two-story wood-frame structure.263 On West Second between 
Lincoln and Post, the south-facing block transformed from a few wood-frame dwellings to a 
block of multistory wood frame stores and hotels with a four-story brick building on the corner 
of Post and West Second (See Image 4.59).264 The ten southern blocks of the addition developed 
slower than the northern blocks between 1889 and 1891, and of the 121 dwellings and forty-one 
stables developed, all were of wood frame.265 A shanty occupied the southern end of Post Street, 
Between West Third Street and West Fourth Street. This wood-framed structure was removed by 
1891. The Grand Central Lodgings Building, a three-story wood frame construction, stood on 
West Third Street (See Image 4.60).266 The southern portion of the city expanded eastward into 
the First Ward between 1889 and 1891. 
 In the southeast portion of the city, the First Ward expanded its development from thirty-
one total blocks developed in 1889 to 110 blocks developed or developing in 1891 (See Images 
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4.61 and 4.62).267 The city's physical development did not extend to the east beyond Park Street 
south of the railroad in 1889. Just south of the railroad tracks on Stevens Street was the Spokane 
Gas Light & Coke Companies gas works. The gas works survived the fire, and the block around 
the works expanded, adding more wood-frame dwellings by 1891. In 1889 the First Ward had 
approximately seventy-four wood frame dwellings, with twenty-three dwellings containing 
stables.268 The structure that dominated the interior southeast First Ward in 1889 was the shanty, 
which accounted for 117 total structures just south of the railroad tracks (See Image 4.63).269 
The residents of the shanties leased the ground from the Northern Pacific Railroad as a benefit of 
their railroad employment. The First Ward's interior had water mains running as far as Stevens 
Street and West Third, yet no water beyond that point. The ward expanded rapidly after 1889, 
and by 1891 its development had doubled in size.  
 In 1891, the physical expansion reached Grant Street in the east and Tenth Avenue in the 
south (See Image 4.62). The additions of the southeast platted in the early part of the 1880s 
began to develop after the fire destroyed the business district. Chandler's Addition was platted in 
1884, Saunder's Addition was platted in 1883, Nosler's Addition 1883 expanded and developed 
rapidly due to the building boom heading into the 1890s (See Images 4.21, 4.61, 4.62, and 4.64). 
The western portion of the First Ward, all blocks between Howard Street and Park south of 
Riverside Avenue, added more public buildings such as stores, hotels, churches, and schools. On 
East Fifth Street between Washington and Saxton, a two-story wood-frame schoolhouse 
construction was in the form of a cross.270 On the corner of Washington Street and East Fourth 
Street was a lard stone building, the First Congregation Church. On the corner of Howard Street 
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and East Third Street was the First Methodist Church, a one-story wood-framed building. On the 
next block over, Stevens Street, there was a Danish Norwegian Church, another wood-frame 
building, along with the D. J. Hollands Produce warehouse and refrigerator, a two-story metal-
clad building, all just south of the railroad tracks. Next door occupying the corner of East 
Railroad Avenue and Stevens Street was the Washington Brick & Lime Company, another 
wood-frame building.271  
 On the Corner of Bernard Street, along the railroad tracks, was a new Northern Pacific 
Passenger Depot, a two-story brick building. On East Riverside Avenue, north of the railroad 
tracks, was a Chinese Laundry, a single-story concrete building. On the east corner of the block 
was another concrete building that housed a Black Smith and Wagon Shop.272 The First Ward 
west of Park Street had more stores and public buildings than Park Street's eastern side. By 1891 
the First Ward had sixty-two stores with thirty-eight west of Park Street and twenty-four east of 
Park Street. Oppositely east of Park Street, there were more dwellings at 295 than the 252 of the 
west side, more cabins with thirteen and eight shanties, with no cabins or shanties west of Park 
Street.273 Of the 147 stables in the First Ward, sixty-four were west of Park Street, while 83 were 
east of Park Street. This dichotomy in development signaled the city's far southeast as a 
residential development, while the interior developed as more mixed in use.  
 The east portion also was constructed almost entirely of wood-frame structures. There 
were no water mains laid east of Park Street, and therefore no access for water to the denizens 
living in the city's southeast.274 There were twenty-four stores east of Park Street, yet the number 
was minor compared to other city locations when considering the number of dwellings. Just past 
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Grant on East Riverside Avenue was one of three religious institutions in the area: a Swedish 
mission in a small single-story wood-frame building; a Lutheran Church located on East Third 
Street east of Hilliard Street; and a Baptist Church south of East Fourth Street on Pine.275 The 
First Wards Public School was on Hilliard Street, south of East Sixth Avenue.276 The developing 
Saunder's and Nosler's additions had tenements on Pine Street at Lake Street and West Second 
Avenue (See Image 4.65).277 The lots in the southeast additions were smaller than those in either 
the Third or Fourth Wards of the city. By 1891 no streetcar or railroad tracks led into or from the 
addition east of Park Street and South of Sprague Avenue. In all, the First Ward periphery lacked 
the same kind of access to the city's resources as enjoyed by the denizens in the city's other 
wards.  
Conclusion  
The city's physical expansion into all four of the wards between 1889 and 1891 occurred because 
of multiple factors. The first factor driving the expansion of the physical city was the industries 
of the city. Because of the waterpower's initial primary advantages at the falls, the city's industry 
expanded dramatically, creating a demand for more labor and drawing migrants into the city. 
Increasing migration into Spokane Falls fueled the real estate and construction markets, creating 
a building boom where the construction eclipsed the demand momentarily and vice versa. As 
labor migrated into Spokane Falls for work in the factories and mills, building construction 
followed. Many immigrants moving into the city came to work in the city's construction, further 
fueling the real estate and construction markets. Between 1888 and 1889, the population grew 
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from 8,000 to 13,000, forcing the construction market to build dwellings for the denizens.278 The 
primary natural advantages of Spokane Falls’ location initially drove the increase, then the 
secondary advantages of human-induced factors like factories, mills, roads, and railroads 
attracted more migrants. A second factor driving the physical expansion of the built city was a 
disastrous fire of august 1889 that wiped the business district clean of any structures and created 
a need for more workers to rebuild the business district while displacing the burned district's 
residents. The burned district consisted of thirty-five blocks with approximately 520 structures, 
where nearly 125 were either dwellings or boarding houses, and more than fifteen were shanties. 
A need for housing outside of the burned business district, for the non-immigrant denizens, was 
also a factor in the suburban areas' growth.  
 The reconstruction of the business district and expansion of the physical city fueled 
immigration to Spokane Falls in 1890, causing the population to explode to 22,500. From just 
February of 1889 to January 1890, the population increased by 9,500 people.279 The increase in 
population explains the type of growth of the built environment in suburban sections of the four 
wards. The business district after 1889 had no residential dwellings, boarding houses, or 
shanties. All residences in the city of Spokane Falls were found in the immediate periphery. 
Where the horse-drawn trollies and electric trains went, construction followed. In the Second 
Ward, the majority of development followed the Spokane & Northern Railroad through Heath's 
Additions. In the Third Ward, the Seattle Lake Shore & Eastern Railroad encouraged 
development on the river's northwest side. Browne's and Cannon's additions in the Fourth Ward 
benefited from the horse-drawn trolly transporting individuals from the reconstructed business 
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district to the mansions around Coeur d'Alene Park. The First Ward was the only space not 
benefiting from trollies or roads by 1891, yet the addition still developed, albeit with smaller lots 
and dwellings. Because of the slower development, the First Ward lacked the block power 
necessary to demand the city's resources, explaining the absence of water and transportation.  
 The Great Fire changed how construction operated within the city. After the fire, the 
business district's predominant building materials were brick, stone, steel, and glass, protecting 
the buildings from future fires. Outside of the business district, wood-frame structures dominated 
the built landscape, significantly more present, away from the burnt district. The only dwellings 
to have brick or stone were those of an affluent design. Construction in neighborhoods away 
from the business district construction of small stores and churches, whereas the business district 
saw multistory skyscrapers of brick, stone, steel, and glass constructed, and all were primarily 
storefronts and offices. The market value of space commanded a denser, more profitable use of 
the space within the business district, and proto-planning demanded a safer, more robust form in 
construction materials. Spokane Falls after 1891 was transformed into a planned city of beautiful 
boulevards and a place where trollies and electric streetcars ferried passengers to well laid out 
suburban residential spaces. Spokane Falls city spaces saw different uses applied to different 
spaces—as a result of having different ideas of what these spaces were to become—the 
constructed built environment followed those concepts and ideas surrounding usage and form. 
The city center's natural marketplace generated wealth for the affluent denizens and labor 
opportunities for the poor. The construction of the suburban additions to the city occurred with 
both groups in mind, constructing dwellings, tenements, and boarding houses in one area and 
swanky estates in another. From its initiation, Spokane Falls was always intended to be a city 




and altering the raw materials of the immediate periphery to be consumed or traded near or far. 
Spokane Falls's built environment reflected the capitalist's needs alongside the laborers' needs. 
The denizens resettled the land around the falls, initially constructing and reconstructing the 

























The physical development of Spokane Falls from 1871 to 1891 transformed the space around the 
falls on the Spokane River. The physical development initially occurred because of the natural 
advantages of the waterpower of the falls. Primary natural advantages are what William Cronon 
terms "all the resources of the region which would center its trade on the city."280 The wealth of 
natural resource options in the interior Pacific Northwest included the mines in northern Idaho 
and southern Canada, the Palouse's fertile soil, and the abundant forests, all of which stoked 
eastern capital interests. The falls' waterpower drew commercial interest from capitalists and 
immigrants alike, as the harnessing of the waterpower allowed for modifying the natural 
resources harvested and extracted in the periphery of the speculative city. Transporting the 
commodities and bodies from the periphery to the speculative city required a boost in secondary 
natural advantages. Secondary natural advantages were transportation networks, including 
navigable rivers and lakes and trains, plains, and trucking. The combining of these topographic 
and geographic benefits allowed Spokane Falls to develop not primarily as a residential 
community but as a depository for commodities coming from the countryside. Because Spokane 
Falls’s built environment acted as a center place for the mines and farms—and because Spokane 
Falls was constructed as an urban space for the collection and alteration of the commodities of its 
periphery—the commodities and bodies of the periphery were easily absorbed into the granaries, 
mills, stores, banks, hotels, brothels, and gaming halls of Spokane Falls built environment. 
 The speculative city's initial physical form grew concomitant with the late nineteenth 
century's understandings of progressive era proto-planned urban development derived from the 
nation's Eastern urban constructions. Concepts of independence, individualism, and capitalism 
 




that persisted in enlightened American theories connected the individual to nature and the 
lessons of living in nature. By connecting the individual to the land, as conveyed in Emerson's 
transcendentalism and Jeffersonian agrarianism, space then became accountable to society and 
the country's virtue. Individuals interested in urban development hence borrowed from these 
concepts, creating urban spaces that reflected the individual's independence from the centralized 
state. Therefore, development occurred when the value of space demanded construction in order 
for a return on the initial investment. Although Jefferson and Emerson's theories placed the 
individual connection to the land, as a farmer, the demand of capitalism required profitability of 
geographic space, placing the most significant value on center places as collection and modifying 
zones. Therefore, where urban spaces developed, so did the mills and factories for the human-
induced alteration of natural resources. This corruption of natural space, the lumping of 
individuals within urban spaces, and the capitalist marketplace's function required understanding 
and simple regulation.281 In measure, standardization created an environment where natural and 
nurtured resources were refined, stored, speculated, rerouted, distributed, and consumed.  
 The ordering of space shaped the path to the real estate market, and the market responded 
to the geography's primary natural value around the waterpower of the Spokane River falls. The 
city's physical structure improved year by year and block by block as its population increased, 
reflecting the speculative real estate market's grasp, nurtured by the falls' primarily and the 
railroads' secondarily. As a grid structured space, Spokane Falls, located at the central place of 
the region, afforded the blocks and lots of the city the highest value. The planned organization of 
Spokane Falls affirmed the property's value for the sellers and buyers, and the geography was the 
primary commodity fueling the speculative real estate market where many blocks and lots sold 
 




on the domestic national market.282 More than a few of these blocks and lots sold numerous 
times before physical construction took place. 
 During the initial physical development of Spokane Falls before the twentieth century, 
the speculative real estate market dramatically expanded beyond the developing built 
environment. Glover's initial survey of the area around the falls in 1878 allowed for the direct 
sale of land to prospective capitalists like A. M. Cannon, J. J. Browne, and S. G. Havermale. By 
1884, there were thirteen additions to the city surveyed and platted and registered within the 
county, yet the city's physical development consisted within the initial Glover section of the 
business district. By the end of 1888, Spokane Falls had witnessed more than a seven-hundred 
percent increase in surveyed and platted addition across the previous four years. Over 23,000 
acres were all but accounted for in and around the city center. The speculative expanse of the real 
estate market in the city vastly outreached the city's physical development. In 1889 there were 
110 additions in Spokane Falls, both north and south of the Spokane River.283 Of these additions 
to the real estate market, approximately fifty-nine were north of the river, and forty-one were 
south of the river. Many of these additions were divided and bought and sold many times before 
development. However, in 1889 most of these additions were undeveloped, especially north of 
the river and the southwest Fourth Ward. Between 1889 and 1891, all the city's wards saw 
physical development because of the destruction of the Great Fire. The removal of the business 
district's physical environment in the Glover section of the city created a demand for housing in 
the interior suburbs. This inter-suburban development consisted of mostly wood-frame 
dwellings. The destruction of the Great Fire alarmed the capitalist denizens of Spokane Falls, 
forcing them to call for reform in the business district's re-built environment. After 1889, 
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Spokane Falls urban development can be understood as a chain of events that shifted the physical 
environment from a laissez-faire to a more governmental regulated space.  
 After the Great Fire, the city's redevelopment required planning and top-down control 
over the urban space reconstruction. Before the fire, the cities' construction and real estate market 
followed a path of rejecting nineteenth-century European city planning. Instead, the built 
environment followed what Christine Boyer calls the "unregulated so-called natural land order… 
[where] the more congested the land, the higher its value."284 This pattern of sales and 
development placed wood frame dwellings of any sort within proximity to commercial 
structures. Like the mixture in usage, the mixture of construction material created a built 
environment plagued by long-term hazards and health. As long as laissez-faire and 
individualistic attitudes persisted in Spokane Falls's physical organization, the urban space 
remained sick, and the plutocracy and its speculation continued.  
 The key to relief was Scott’s state authored organized space and Boyer’s progressive era 
proto-planning, a system in which zoned quarters for different uses divided the city like sections 
in a supermarket.285 The re-organization of Spokane Falls burned district then occurred around 
proto-planning, allowing for a more uniform usage of space, where the construction of the re-
built space occurred healthier and more robust. This organization proto-planned space than 
afforded the space—where Cronon’s primary and secondary natural advantages drove the 
development—the most profitable future.286 The destruction of the Great Fire allowed for 
clearing an unhealthy, weakly constructed built environment and replacing it with a modern 
progressive era proto-planned built environment. This modern proto-planned built environment 
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reflected the change in an ideology where denizens in the later nineteenth century began to look 
to the state to provide social programs once considered private affairs. 
 Because of the timing of the city's advent during the initial flourishing of the city 
progressive proto-planning era, in the late nineteenth century, Spokane Falls’ physical 
construction reflected the emerging connection between the built environment, the health of the 
individual, health in the real estate market, and a willingness to expect the government to 
intervene in the betterment of these aspects. As a marketplace for real estate, Spokane Falls 
required the continual growth of the value of space. The growth in the marketplace necessitated 
that each block and lot developed following a path of betterment. This path to a better-built 
environment required "parks, street signs, gas, [and] water [mains]… sanitation codes, public 
libraries, and civic buildings."287 The re-organization of space benefited the capitalist that 
encouraged the built environment with his capital by ensuring a competent return on his 
investment. The organization and proto-planning of space worked two-fold for the investor, as 
the betterment of constructed space's created a healthier working-class and better labor force that 
ensured the capitalist more profitable returns. 288 The urban space occurred with these advantages 
in its built environment, thus secured its industries' future growth and the real estate market that 
coincided with the development.   
 Spokane Falls’s physical development between 1871 – 1891 occurred because of many 
factors. The waterpower of the falls drew the initial resettlement of the area. Reflecting the 
power available because of the falls, railroads sought out the nascent city as a depot in their 
network. These factors spurred the development of a major real estate market in the Pacific 
Northwest of the United States, and the geography of Spokane Falls became the primary 
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commodity that drew investment capital from the east coast and beyond. Because the land's 
value around Spokane Falls increased rapidly in the 1880s, the speculative market expanded 
faster than the physically built city. After the Great Fire in 1889 cleared the cluttered, 
unorganized original resettlement, the new business district developed along a path of uniformity 
in construction and usage, further increasing the value of the land in and around the center place 
city of Spokane Falls, where the land as the initial commodity was still the primary product of 
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Image 3.1., Sanborn Fire Insurance Map from Spokane, Spokane County, Washington. Sanborn 














Image 3.2., Sanborn Fire Insurance Map from Spokane, Spokane County, Washington. Sanborn 








Image 3.3., 1884 Sanborn Map showing the area denoted as valuable therefore developed.  
 
 
Image 3.4., Example of block development north of railroad tracks August 1884, between 
Lincoln and Mill, and W. Sprague and Railroad street.  
 
 







Image 3.6., 1884 – Glovers Original Townsite South of the Spokane River. 
 
 

























Image 3.10., 1888 Sanborn Map with area denoted as developed. Notice the development south 
of the railroad and toward the southeast.  
 
  
1884 – 7, 15               1888 – 7, 15 
Image 3.11., Transformation of blocks 7 and 15 between W. Sprague and W. Railroad and Post 








Image 3.12., Transformation of blocks 8, 9, 13, and 14 between Sprague and Railroad, Stevens, 









Image 3.13., Transformation of blocks 32, 33, 34, and 73, 74, and 75, between West Second and 
West Fourth and Post and Stevens – Railroad Addition, First Ward. 
 
  











Image 3.16., 1888 Islands and the growth of the mill district on the falls.  
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Ollis’  9/1883 T25N R42E 
Section 13 
9 12 Northwest 


























 4/1883 T25N R43E 
Section 18 
10 10 for 101 Northeast  




























 1878 T25N R43E 
Section 18 
27 10 with 
alley 
Southeast 
Railroad   1/1881 T25N R43E 
Section 19 
114 10 & 12 
 with alley 
Southeast 
Saunders   7/1883 T25N R43E 
Section 20 
24 24 with 
alley  
Southeast 
Chandlers   4/1884 T25N R43E 
Section 20 





 6/1883 T25N R43E 
Section 20 













map 29 on 
plat index 
Southeast 
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Browne’s   7/1883 T25N R42E 
Section 24 
35 12 Southwest 
Cannon’s  7/1883 T25N R42E 
Section 24 
44 12 Southwest 






Image 3.18., Map of Spokane Falls Washington 1889, Compiled * Drawn from official records 
by Huber & Hough C. E.  
*Map of Spokane Falls compiled in 1890, showing the platted Addition and corresponding lots, 





Image 3.19., Example of block development north of railroad tracks August 1884, between 
Lincoln and Mill, and W. Sprague and Railroad street.  
 
 
Image 3.20., Example of block development south of the river August 1884.  
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1888                                        1889 
 
Image 4.1., Block Ten development comparison between 1888 and 1889 
1888                   1889 
 







1888                      1889 
 
Image 4.3., Block Twenty development comparison between 1888 and 1889. Not a lot of change 
over time in building material or geographic development. 
 
 
1888                1889 
 







1888                1889 
 
Image 4.5., Blocks Twenty-three and Twenty-nine development comparison between 1888 and 
1889, Browne’s block is the only stable fixture over time and space.  
 
1888       1889 
 



































1888     1889 
  
Image 4.9., Block Eleven transformation from seventy-five percent developed 1888, 
deconstructed in 1889 as reflecting a fire that destroyed the block's southeastern portion.  
 
 
Image 4.10., 1889 Sanborn Map with area denoted as developed. (notice the development 








Image 4.11., Transformation of blocks 32, 33, 34, and 73, 74, and 75, between West 2nd and 
West 4th and Post and Stevens – Railroad Addition, 1st Ward (notice not much change except for 







1888 – 7, 15           1889 – 7, 15  
Image 4.12., Transformation of blocks Seven and Fifteen over the year 1888 to 1889 (notice not 




The top is Howard to Post; bottom is Post to Monroe sections of Northern Pacific Railroad Depot 
Spokane Falls  
Image 4.13., Railroad Freight (top) and Passenger (bottom) Depots Spokane Fall 1889 (notice 





Image 4.14., Informal development of constructed space within the Railroad Addition around 









Image 4.15., These blocks in the northwest section of Railroad Addition denoted for the first 
time on the 1889 Sanborn Map. Blocks 38 – 44 and 49 – 51 consist almost entirely of wood-






Image 4.16., 1889 Sanborn Map with areas denoted as developed, notice Cowley’s School, 
Cannon’s Addition, and Gonzaga in the northeast Second Ward. 
 
 





Image 4.18., County Court House and Jail located on the north side of the river in a 
predominantly undeveloped area, 1889.  
 
Image 4.19. Methodist College and wood-framed dwellings, notice the water mains on North 





Plat Filing for Lots Filed Under A Different Name Than the Land Claim Denoted  
Name of Platted area  Section, 
Township, Range, 
and Ward  
Date of Filling 
Kern & Ridpath’s N Sub Lt 11 G. H. Morgan.   20-25-43, 
 1st Ward   
              
3/20/1889 
Kern & Ridpath’s Sub Lt 13 G.H. Morgan.                  20-25-43, 
 1st Ward     
            
1/3/1889 
















Sunset Woods (40 Lots) 35-25-42, 
 2nd Ward 
 
No filling date 
Studebakers Add (192 Lots) 35-25-42, 
 2nd Ward 
 
2/8/1911 
Leghorns Add 35-25-42, 
 2nd Ward 
 
3/27/1889 
Stearns Acre Park, 01st Add  35-25-42, 
 2nd Ward 
 
11/23/1909 
Ehrenberg Sub Blk 23 Altamont 35-25-42, 
 2nd Ward 
 
9/12/1910 




Sherwood Add Res & Ext Blk 1 14-25-42, 
 3rd Ward 
 
5/12/1893 
North Side Add 12-25-42, 






Name of Platted area  Section, 
Township, Range, 
and Ward  
Date of Filling 
Northwest Boulevard Add 12-25-42, 
 3rd Ward 
 
2/21/1907 
Pettet Tract 12-25-42, 
 3rd Ward 
 
2/15/1906 
Spokane College Add 12-25-42, 
 3rd Ward 
 
1/13/1888 
Colers Boulevard Add 12-25-42, 
 3rd Ward 
 
2/14/1902 




















Image 4.20., Plat Filing for Lots Filled Under A Different Name Than the Land Claim Denoted  
 
*Plat filling for lots filled under a different name than the land claim denoted on Map of Spokane 
Falls Washington 1889, Compiled * Drawn from official records by Huber & Hough C. E.; and 
Whitney's Map of the city of Spokane Falls and Environs, Washington, 1890. Compiled by John 
K. Ashley for Strobach & Munter, Real Estate and Loans. Plat information found in the  Spokane 









Whitney's Map of the city of Spokane Falls and Environs, Washington, 1890. Compiled 
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Denoted  









1/20/1881 T25N R43E 
 Section 19  








T25N R43E  
Section 19 






3/5/1888 T25N R43E  
Section 19 








T25N R43E  
Section 19 






8/3/1883 T25N R43E  
Section 20 




9/14/1883 T25N R43E  
Section 20 





4/24/1884 T25N R43E  
Section 20 









T25N R43E  
Section 20 







6/23/1883 T25N R43E  
Section 20 








7/10/1884 T25N R43E  
Section 20 




Cook & Byers 
Addition 
 
6/17/1889 T25N R43E  
Section 20 
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 T25N R43E  
Section 21 






T25N R43E  
Section 21 







 Section 21 





on 1890 Whitney 
Map 
6/11/1888 T25N R43E  
Section 21 






4/19/1889 T25N R43E  
Section 22 
24 12 Southeast  





T25N R43E  
Section 24 





3/2/1889 T25N R43E  
Section 28 




 T25N R43E  
Section 28 







3/26/1890 T25N R43E 
 Section 28 





 T25N R43E  
Section 29 and 32 








 Section 30 








 Section 30 







T25N R43E  
 Section 30 





4/23/1888 T25N R43E 
 Section 30 





6/13/1889 T25N R43E 
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Denoted  










 T25N R43E 
 Section 30 




4/29/1889 T25N R43E 
 Section 30 







Fern Glen  
T25N R43E 
 Section 33 
No blocks 
denoted  




 T25N R43E 
 Section 32 




 T25N R43E 
 Section 32 




 T25N R43E 
 Section 32 







 Section 32 







 Section 24 




6/11/1887 T25N R42E 
 Section 24 




3/13/1888 T25N R42E 
 Section 24 





7/17/1883 T25N R42E 
 Section 24 





7/30/1883 T25N R42E  
 Section 24 





2/3/1888 T25N R42E 
 Section 23 





 T25N R42E 
 Section 23 





 T25N R42E 
 Section 23 







T25N R42E Section 
25 and 26 
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Denoted  












 Section 26 








 Section 26 
40 
Maybe 56 






 Section 35 









 Section 15 





 T25N R42E 
 Section 35 




5/21/1889 T25N R42E 
 Section 14 




10/1/1887 T25N R42E 
 Section 13 





3/14/1887 T25N R42E 
 Section 13 
4 - 1887 
10 - 1889 




9/10/1883 T25N R42E 
 Section 13 




5/21/1884 T25N R42E 
 Section 13 




5/24/1888 T25N R42E 
 Section 13 
6 12 Northwest 3rd 
Ward 
Ide’s Addition  12/21/ 
1883 
T25N R42E 
 Section 13 




4/18/1884 T25N R42E 
 Section 13 




5/7/1884 T25N R42E 
 Section 13 




6/25/1887 T25N R42E 
 Section 12 




1/13/1888 T25N R42E 
 Section 12 




5/2/1887 T25N R42E 
 Section 12 





8/26/1887 T25N R42E 
 Section 12 
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Blocks 
Denoted  









8/14/1888 T25N R42E 
 Section 12 




1/14/1892 T25N R42E  
 Section 11 
52 18 Northwest 3rd 
Ward 
Twickenham 
West Addition  
5/16/1889 T25N R42E 
 Section 10 







 Section 1 
32 12 Northwest 3rd 
Ward 
University 
Hill Addition  
 T25N R42E 
 Section 1 
52 24 Northwest 3rd 
Ward 
Abraham's 
Park Addition  
10/5/1889 T25N R42E 
 Section 1 




4/13/1888 T25N R42E 
 Section 1 




5/13/1889 T25N R42E 
 Section 1 




7/11/1883 T25N R43E  
 Section 18 




7/28/1885 T25N R43E 
 Section 18 




5/12/1888 T25N R43E 
 Section 18 and 7 




8/9/1887 T25N R43E 
 Section 17 
18 12 Northeast 2nd 
Ward 
4th Addition to 
the Railroad  
7/9/1889 T25N R43E 
 Section 17 




10/1/1879 T25N R43E 
 Section 18 




1/5/1889 T25N R43E 
 Section 18 




5/20/1889 T25N R43E 
 Section 17 





4/24/1888 T25N R43E 
 Section 17 




 T25N R43E Section 
15 southwest quarter 





8/30/1889 T25N R43E 
 Section 13 
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 T25N R43E Section 
12 western half 






T25N R43E  
Section 11 




1/27/1890 T25N R43E  
Section 10  




 T25N R43E Section 
10, Southern-half or 
Southwest quarter 






T25N R43E  
Section 10 




Ross Park  
1889 T25N R43E 
 Section 9 
45 20 Northeast 2nd 
Ward 
Ross Park  1/25/1888 T25N R43E  
 Section 9 




9/27/1889 T25N R43E 
 Section 9 




Ross Park  
1889 T25N R43E 
 Section 9 




8/28/1889 T25N R43E 
 Section 8 








 Section 8 




1/14/1887 T25N R43E 
 Section 8 




5/30/1884 T25N R43E 
 Section 8 




1/12/1884 T25N R43E 
 Section 8 





 T25N R43E 
 Section 7 








 Section 7 




 T25N R43E Section 
7 Southern half of the 
Southwest Quarter 
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4/23/1888 T25N R43E 
 Section 7 






9/29/1887 T25N R43E 
 Section 7 






3/29/1887 T25N R43E 
 Section 7 






9/13/1887 T25N R43E 
 Section 7 





and Idaho Fair 
Grounds  
 T25N R43E 
 Section 7 









 Section 7 
8 and 8  Northeast 2nd 
Ward 
W. B. Steel's 
Addition  
 T25N R43E 
 Section 6 




1/12/1887 T25N R43E  
 6 







 Section 5 




3/29/1887 T25N R43E 
 Section 4 











 Section 4 




9/23/1889 T25N R43E  
 Section 3 




 T26N R43E  
Section 34 




5/18/1889 T26N R43E 
 Section 33 





9/13/1887 T26N R43E 
 Section 32 










Location  # of 
Blocks 
Denoted  







L. A. Cowley  10/6/1885 T25N R43E  
 Section 20 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southeast 1st 
Ward 
F. H. Cook 8/6/1889 T25N R43E 
 Section 20 
No Blocks 
Denoted  




3/5/1889 T25N R43E 
 Section 20 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southeast 1st 
Ward 
J. J. Stage  Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E  
 Section 20 
No Blocks 
Denoted  






T25N R43E  
 Section 20 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southeast 1st 
Ward 
S. A. Nosler 2/26/1892 T25N R43E 
 Section 20 
No Blocks 
Denoted  







 Section 21 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southeast 1st 
Ward 
Mrs. Nosler  Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 21  
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southeast 1st 
Ward 
W. France  Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 21 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southeast 1st 
Ward 
R. E. Bisbee 3/19/1889 T25N R43E 
 Section 21 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southeast 1st 
Ward 
J. Reston  Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 21 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southeast 1st 
Ward 
Victor Desert Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 28 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southeast 1st 
Ward 
Eaglerwood Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 28 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southeast 1st 
Ward 
H. M. Carries  Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 28 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southeast 1st 
Ward 
J. Kern  Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 28 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southeast 1st 
Ward 
C. M. Basset  Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 28 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southeast 1st 
Ward 
D. J. Hubbard  Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 29 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southeast 1st 
Ward 
L. C. Trent  Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 29 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southeast 1st 
Ward  
D.C Roberson  Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 30 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southwest 4th 
Ward  
Henry Brook Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 30 
No Blocks 
Denoted  










Location  # of 
Blocks 
Denoted  







J.D. Cooper  Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 30 
No Blocks 
Denoted  








 Section 30 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southwest 4th 
Ward 
H. Brook Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 30 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southwest 4th 
Ward 
Dorland  Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E  
 Section 30 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southwest 4th 
Ward 
W. M. Davie Not on 
plat index 
T25N R42E  
 Section 25 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southwest 4th 
Ward 
Grant  6/7/1894 T25N R42E 
 Section 25 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southwest 4th 
Ward 
Wentel 6/7/1894 T25N R42E 
 Section 25 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southwest 4th 
Ward 
H. Brook Not on 
plat index 
T25N R42E 
 Section 25 
No Blocks 
Denoted  








 Section 26 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southwest 4th 
Ward 
J. R. Hall Not on 
plat index 
T25N R42E 
 Section 26 
No Blocks 
Denoted  








 Section 26 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southwest 4th 
Ward 
T. J. Hay Not on 
plat index 
T25N R42E 
 Section 26 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southwest 4th 
Ward 
G. H. Leonard  Not on 
plat index 
T25N R42E 
 Section 26 
No Blocks 
Denoted  








 Section 35 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southwest 4th 
Ward 
G. Pohl  Not on 
plat index 
T25N R42E 
 Section 35 
No Blocks 
Denoted  








 Section 35 
No Blocks 
Denoted  








 Section 35 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Southwest 4th 
Ward 
J. Z. Moore Not on 
plat index 
T25N R42E  
 Section 14 
No Blocks 
Denoted  










Location  # of 
Blocks 
Denoted  







Squiress Nash Not on 
plat index 
T25N R42E 
 Section 14 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Northwest 3rd 
Ward  
H. Muxxy  Not on 
plat index 
T25N R42E 
 Section 12 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Northwest 3rd 
Ward  
Dr. Bates  Not on 
plat index 
T25N R42E 
 Section 11 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Northwest 3rd 
Ward  
A.R. Canon Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 1 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Northeast 2nd 
Ward 
L. B. Whitten Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 1 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Northeast 2nd 
Ward 
I. C. Libby Not on 
plat index 












 Section 1 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Northeast 2nd 
Ward 
W. Zeigler Not on 
plat index 
T25N R43E 
 Section 1 
No Blocks 
Denoted  
N/A Northeast 2nd 
Ward 
Image 4.21., Whitney's Map of Spokane Falls and Environs, Washington, 1890. Compiled by 
John K. Ashley for Strobach & Munter, Real Estate and Loans. 
 
*Number of lots per block information is taken from Map of Spokane Falls Washington 1889, 
Compiled * Drawn from official records by Huber & Hough C. E. 
 






Image 4.22., Whitney's Map of Spokane Falls and Environs, Washington, 1890.  
Compiled by John K. Ashley for Strobach & Munter, Real Estate and Loans. 
 
*Map of Spokane Falls compiled in 1890, showing the platted Addition and corresponding lots, 










Image 4.23., Map of Spokane Falls Washington 1889, Compiled * Drawn from official records 
by Huber & Hough C. E.  
*Map of Spokane Falls compiled in 1889, showing the platted Addition and corresponding lots, 








Image 4.24., Great Fire burn area within the Railroad Addition, notice the absence of wood-








Image 4.25., The top image is the 1889 built environment between Stevens and Mill Streets and 
Sprague and West and East Railroad Avenues, before the Great Fire. The bottom image is the 























Image 4.28., blocks between East Front Avenue and East Sprague Avenue and Stevens Street 






Image 4.29., blocks between East Front Avenue and East Sprague Avenue and Stevens Street 





Image 4.30., 1889 built environment between Stevens and Mill Streets and East and West 





Image 4.31., 1891 built environment between Stevens and Mill Streets and East and West 












Image 4.33., 1891 Sanborn Map with areas denoted as developed. The red outline denoted the 













Image 4.34., First Ward 1891. 
 





Image 4.36., Third Ward 1891. 
 
 





Northeast Second Ward North between Mission and Montgomery 
  
Image 4.38., Image on the left Whitney’s map of the Additions of Spokane Washington 1889, 

































Plat Map for Ollis’ Addition established in 1883 
 
Image 4.39., Plat of Ollis’ Addition July 1883, North of the Spokane River. 
 







Plat Map for Ide’s Addition established in 1883 
 
Image 4.41., Ide’s Addition Dec 1883, North of the Spokane River North of Chandler Second 
Addition east of Olli’s Addition.  
 
 






Plat Map for Bingaman’s Addition established in 1883 
Image 4.43., Bingaman’s Addition June 1883 north of the Spokane River northeast of Idea’s and 
Chandlers 2nd Additions 3rd Ward. 
 
 




Chandlers Second Addition established April 1884
 
Image 4.45., Chandlers' Second Addition April 1884 north of the Spokane River south of Idea’s 
Addition and east of Olli’s Addition, Third Ward.  
 
 






Stratton’s Addition north of the falls on the river in the Third Ward 
 
Image 4.47., Stratton’s Addition north of the river denoted on Whitney’s map of the Additions 
of Spokane, Washington 1889. 
 
 






Image 4.49., Image on the right of Nettleton’s Addition north of the river as denoted on 
Whitney’s map of the Additions of Spokane Washington 1889; Image on the left is the same 
addition as denoted on the Sanborn Insurance Map 1891. 
 
 





Image 4.51., Fourth Ward of the city 1890 additions and streets blocks and lots. 
 
 






   
1889 Browne’s and Canons Addition the first Suburb.    1891 Browne’s and Canons Addition the first Suburb. 






1889.12       1891.28 
Image 4.54., A. M. Cannons home within Cannon’s Addition and the Fourth Ward's 










1890.22             1891.27 





1889          1891 






Image 4.57., Fourth Ward Railroad Addition 1889 built environment notice all of the buildings 












Image 4.58., Fourth Ward Railroad Addition 1891 built environment notice that all buildings 









1889           1891 
Image 4.59., The complete transformation of the block between Lincoln and Post, and West 





1889          1891 
Image 4.60., Shanty occupying the southern end of Post Street along the block was removed by 










































Image 4.63., Blocks south of the railroad tracks and roundhouse in 1889 and 1890, notice the 










































Image 4.65., Saunders’s Addition in the southeast First Ward built environment, notice the 
tenements on the corner of Pine Street and Lake Avenue and then again on Pine Street and Short 
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404 East 26th Ave 





To gain experience working with regional and National Historic sites and the related to 
documentation, preservation, storage, interpretation, and presentation of historical sites, 
documents, and artifacts, while working with others better to present our collective history to the 
broader community.    
Related Work Experience 
National Parks Service, San Juan Island American Camp    June 2019 – Present (ongoing) 
Historic Furnishings Report Officers Quarters HS-11 
Historical Museum at Fort Missoula, Montana April 2018 – July 2018 
Interpreter, Sliderock (fire) Lookout 
        Guided tours of the Sliderock Lookout during school field trips and holiday-based events. 
Museum of the Oregon Territories (MOOT)  September – December 2016 
History 496, Intro to Public History. 
I worked with a team developing a panel outlining and defining the resettlement of the      
Oregon territories.  
I worked with a team developing a pamphlet discussing the Jacob Woolen Mills' history 
located in Oregon City, Oregon. 
National Park Service at Fort Vancouver, Washington     April 2005 – June 2006 
Archaeological Lab Volunteer 
Laboratory processing (including artifact curation preparation, cataloging, and 
classification of materials), recovery of micro-artifacts from matrix samples. 
Portland State University Field School (ANTH 399)     May – July 2005 
Held at Vancouver National Historic Reserve, Vancouver, Washington. 
I attended an archaeological field technique for excavation and survey testing (including 
orienteering, mapping, GPS, and site interpretation). Additional training in laboratory 
processing of artifacts and artifact identification and preliminary analysis of 
materials. I participated in a magnetometer and resistivity survey. Also completed 
interpretation program of archaeological fieldwork for the public.  
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Oregon Archaeological Society     September 2003 
Lombard Site, Multnomah County, Oregon. 
Wet screening of soil samples and laboratory processing (including cataloging and 
classification of materials) of artifacts recovered during excavation. 
Additional Work Experience 
McMenamins, Portland, Oregon             July 2009 – July 2017. 
              Manager, bartender, server, cook, etc. 
         Opening and closing the bar/restaurant, writing schedules, overseeing employees, table 
service, bartending, cooking, writing food and liquor orders, inventory, interpreting historic 
buildings to guests. 
*Three of the McMenamins I was affiliated with are registered historic sites, whereas an
employee I engaged the public interpreting the structures' history.
McMenamins Mission Theater – Swedish Evangelical Mission February 18th, 1912 
McMenamins St. Johns Theater & Pub – National Cash Register Company (NCR) 1905 
McMenamins Fulton Pub – Jake Reisch's Place (Portland Saloon Man) 1926 
Research and Writing 
The History of Spokane Falls W.T. 1871 – 1891, an Example of a Colonial Built Environment. 
Thesis presented to Eastern Washington University. June 7, 2021
National Parks Service, San Juan Island American Camp. Historic Furnishings Report Officers 
Quarters HS-11. June 2019 – Present (ongoing) 
Reclamation, Article 27, and the ejido as a path to Mexico City's Urbanization 
(Final research paper for History 530: Seminar on Latin American History. March 2019. 
The Colorado River and the Reclamation of the Southwest: Whoever Controls the Water, 
Controls the Land. June 12, 2017.  
(Final research and writing project for History 492: Reading in World History 2.) 
Presentations 
The Phi Alpha Theta Pacific Northwest Conference, Reclamation, Article 27, and the ejido as a 
path to Mexico City's Urbanization. Idaho State University, Pocatello Idaho, April 2019   
(Presentation of my work on my paper of the same title: Reclamation, Article 27, 
and the ejido as a path to Mexico City's Urbanization. 
180 
The Colorado River and the Reclamation of the Southwest between 1900 to 1950: Whoever 
Controls the Water, Controls the Land. June 6, 2017 
(Presentation of my findings for research and writing project, The Colorado River 
and the Reclamation of the Southwest: Whoever Controls the Water, Controls the Land. 
History 492: Reading in World History 2.) 
Education 
Eastern Washington University 
2018 M.A. in History.  GPA of 3.87 – in progress
Portland State University 
2017    B.A. program with a major in history.   GPA of 3.82
2006    B.A. program with a major in Anthropology.  GPA of 3.55
Portland Community College 
2004 A.S.  General Education, GPA 3.6
Related Coursework 
Portland State University 













Lab Methods Archaeology 
Archaeological Field Methods 
Archaeological Field School  
ADV TOP: Archaeology 
STAT 244 
UNST 421 
HST  468   
HST  495  
HST  368       
HST  300 
HST  491 
HST  492      
HST 341U 
HST 342U 
HST 355U   
Problems & Statics 
Capstone: History of Intolerance  
History of Mexico I: Aztecs & Maya   
Comparative World History   
Brazil and Mexico in the 20th Century   
Historic Imagination  
Reading in World History   
Reading in World History 2  
Women & Gender U.S. 1848-1920 
Women & Gender U.S. 1920-Present 
Race & Ethnicity in U.S. History 
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 Eastern Washington University 
HST 501 Introduction to Historical Studies  
    HST 544             Digital History  
    HST 530             Seminar on Latin American History 
    HST 538 Seminar in History of the American West 
    HST 536 Seminar in the History of Contemporary America 
    HST 595 Colonial American History  
Honors and Awards 
Phi Alpha Theta Society  2016 – 2020 
Phi Theta Kappa Society 2003 – 2004 
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